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IN THE QUIET DAWN, WHERE SHADOWS SOFTLY PLAY,IN THE QUIET DAWN, WHERE SHADOWS SOFTLY PLAY,
WHISPERS WEAVE THROUGH THE GENTLE BREEZE'S SWAY.WHISPERS WEAVE THROUGH THE GENTLE BREEZE'S SWAY.
EMBRACING FLAWS IN THE LIGHT'S SOFT ARRAY,EMBRACING FLAWS IN THE LIGHT'S SOFT ARRAY,
BEAUTY FOUND IN IMPERFECTION'S DISPLAY.BEAUTY FOUND IN IMPERFECTION'S DISPLAY.

A TEACUP, CHIPPED, BY TIME'S TENDER CARESS,A TEACUP, CHIPPED, BY TIME'S TENDER CARESS,
TELLS TALES OF JOURNEYS, NEAR AND DISTANT QUESTS.TELLS TALES OF JOURNEYS, NEAR AND DISTANT QUESTS.

EACH CRACK, EACH SCAR, STORIES TO EXPRESS,EACH CRACK, EACH SCAR, STORIES TO EXPRESS,
IN THEIR EMBRACE, TALES BECOME MANIFEST.IN THEIR EMBRACE, TALES BECOME MANIFEST.

NATURE'S DANCE, SEASONS IN EBB AND FLOW,NATURE'S DANCE, SEASONS IN EBB AND FLOW,
CHERRY BLOSSOMS FALL, THEIR BEAUTY TO BESTOW.CHERRY BLOSSOMS FALL, THEIR BEAUTY TO BESTOW.
LIFE'S CYCLE, DELICATE IN ITS GLOW,LIFE'S CYCLE, DELICATE IN ITS GLOW,
CHERISHED IN WABI-SABI'S GENTLE SHOW.CHERISHED IN WABI-SABI'S GENTLE SHOW.

SIMPLE, HUMBLE, DEPTH IN EVERY HUE,SIMPLE, HUMBLE, DEPTH IN EVERY HUE,
JOY FOUND IN THE MUNDANE, OLD YET NEW.JOY FOUND IN THE MUNDANE, OLD YET NEW.

RUSTIC TEXTURES, COLORS FADING THROUGH,RUSTIC TEXTURES, COLORS FADING THROUGH,
CELEBRATING LIFE'S STAINS IN WABI-SABI'S VIEW.CELEBRATING LIFE'S STAINS IN WABI-SABI'S VIEW.

IN EACH MOMENT, FLEETING, TIME'S TENDER SIGH,IN EACH MOMENT, FLEETING, TIME'S TENDER SIGH,
SOLACE FOUND IN TRANSIENT'S GENTLE LULLABY.SOLACE FOUND IN TRANSIENT'S GENTLE LULLABY.
IMPERFECTION'S WHY, IN ACCEPTANCE LIE,IMPERFECTION'S WHY, IN ACCEPTANCE LIE,
FULFILLMENT BLOOMS IN WABI-SABI'S SKY.FULFILLMENT BLOOMS IN WABI-SABI'S SKY.

EMBRACE THE BEAUTY OF DECAY'S SWEET GRACE,EMBRACE THE BEAUTY OF DECAY'S SWEET GRACE,
IN WABI-SABI'S REALM, FIND TRANQUIL SPACE.IN WABI-SABI'S REALM, FIND TRANQUIL SPACE.

IN IMPERFECTION'S GAZE, FIND YOUR PLACE,IN IMPERFECTION'S GAZE, FIND YOUR PLACE,
RELEASE IN THE IMPERMANENCE WE EMBRACE.RELEASE IN THE IMPERMANENCE WE EMBRACE.

Wabi-SabiWabi-Sabi
Perfection in ImperfectionPerfection in Imperfection  
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EDITORIAL DESK
In the midst of life's bustling chaos and the relentless quest

for flawlessness, there exists a serene and profound

philosophy known as Wabi Sabi – the art of finding beauty
in imperfection. Rather than tirelessly chasing after flawless

outcomes, Wabi Sabi teaches us to embrace the imperfect, the

transient, and the incomplete aspects of existence. It invites us

to recognize and cherish the unique beauty found in life's

imperfections, acknowledging that true beauty often lies in

the authenticity and impermanence of the world around us.

With genuine appreciation, I extend heartfelt thanks to the

esteemed individuals who have been integral to FragMag's

success..

I acknowledge our Director, Reverend Fr. Valerian D'Souza, Assistant Director, Reverend Fr.

Trevor Pereira, Principal, Dr. Surendra Singh Rathod, Dean of Students' Welfare, Prof. D.S.S

Sudhakar, and FragMag Coordinator-in-Charge, Dr. Jagruti Save. Their unwavering support

and guidance have shaped my experience with this endeavour. I express deep appreciation to

Prof. Aastha Bhatia and Mrs. Jyoti Kargutkar, my dedicated teachers-in-charge, for their

steadfast support. I'm grateful to our editors: Ramona Lobo, Harshavardhan Gautam, and Rohit

Khambe for enriching our content, and to Karen Carvalho for capturing our college's essence

through her photography. Their contributions have been indispensable, and I am genuinely

thankful for their dedication.

The magazine's design, led by the talented design team headed by Shreya Katkar, alongside

Assistant Design Incharges, Juvana D'Souza, and Larissa Martis, deserves commendation. Their

creative vision and meticulous attention to detail have shaped the aesthetic appeal of the

magazine. Additionally, I must acknowledge the valuable contributions from all the Junior

Council members, whose dedication and enthusiasm have played a crucial role in bringing the

magazine to fruition. 

I extend my sincere appreciation to both teachers and students for their invaluable

contributions to FragMag's content, including articles, photographs, and artworks. Their

creativity and dedication have enriched our magazine. Special thanks to the Student Council

for their steadfast support throughout the year.

In closing, let us embrace the essence of Wabi Sabi within FragMag's pages, where

imperfections are celebrated as beautiful nuances of life's tapestry. Just as a cracked vase

holds its own allure, our magazine shines with the imperfect brilliance of diverse

perspectives and experiences. Let us cherish the imperfect strokes of creativity and the

transient beauty found within, for it is in these imperfections that we discover the true

essence of perfection.

Riya Jaison

Editorial Secretary

Students' Council, 2023-24



DIRECTOR‘S DESK
In today’s modern times, it
is important to imbibe the
Wabi-Sabi lifestyle.
Developed out of the
aesthetic philosophy of the
tea ceremony in 15th
century Japan, wabi-sabi
finds beauty in things
imperfect, impermanent
and incomplete.

Taken from the Japanese
words wabi, which
translates to less is more,
and sabi, which means
attentive melancholy, 

Taken from the Japanese words wabi, which translates to less is more, and sabi, which
means attentive melancholy, Wabi-Sabi refers to an awareness of the transient nature of
earthly things and values the natural aging process.. Rather than resisting change, wabi-
sabi encourages an embrace of the evolving nature of existence. There is a celebration of
the incomplete and the weathered. Objects that bear the marks of time, displaying signs of
wear and tear, are seen as embodying a richer, more authentic beauty.

Wabi-Sabi upholds the Zen values of purity and harmony. It  rests on seven aesthetic
principles of simplicity, asymmetry or irregularity, the beauty of the understated,
naturalness without pretension, subtle grace, freeness and tranquility.

Beauty is expressed through the open display of flaws rather than their eradication and
the freedom it brings. When we stop striving for perfection and accept ourselves
unconditionally, we release the burden of constantly trying to measure up to unrealistic
standards. This freedom allows us to be more authentic and genuine with our interactions
with others.

Simplicity is another key element of Wabi-Sabi, emphasizing the beauty found in the
unadorned and modest. It values a minimalist aesthetic that avoids excess and appreciates
the elegance inherent in the straightforward and uncomplicated.

Let us shift our perspective on what is considered beautiful. Let us cultivate a wabi- sabi
lifestyle by decluttering our living space, choosing items made from natural materials and
practising mindful savouring between eating and drinking..

It is the Wabi-Sabi approach that fosters a deep connection with the present moment and
a profound understanding of the cyclical nature of life.

Rev. Fr. Valerian D’souza
Director
Fr. Agnel Technical Campus
Bandstand - Bandra
Mumbai 400 050



ASST. DIRECTOR‘S DESK
In a world where perfection often takes centre
stage, there exists a profound appreciation for
imperfection – a concept deeply rooted in
Japanese aesthetics known as Wabi-Sabi.
Unlike the Western ideals of flawless beauty
and precision, Wabi-Sabi celebrates the
inherent beauty found in the imperfect,
impermanent, and incomplete.

Originating from Buddhist teachings and
evolving through Japanese culture, Wabi-Sabi
is more than just an aesthetic principle; it's a
way of life. The term itself is a fusion of two
distinct concepts. "Wabi" refers to the simplicity,
humility, and rustic elegance found in nature,
while "Sabi" embodies the beauty that comes
with age, wear, and the passage of time.
Together, they form a philosophy that
embraces the transient nature of existence and
finds beauty in the fleeting moments and
flaws of life.

As engineers, we are the custodians of innovation, tasked with shaping the future through
our creations. Yet, in our relentless pursuit of perfection, let us not lose sight of the
wisdom of Wabi-Sabi. Let us learn to embrace the beauty of imperfection, finding
inspiration in the cracks, crevices, and complexities that make each design unique.

Moreover, let us strive for sustainability and harmony with nature in all our endeavours.
Just as Wabi-Sabi teaches us to honour the natural world and its cycles, let us design
with empathy, humility, and a deep reverence for the environment.

Therefore, In the hustle and bustle of our daily lives, let us take a moment to pause, to
breathe, and to appreciate the beauty that surrounds us – in the rustling of leaves, the
play of light and shadow, and the intricate dance of gears and circuits. For it is in these
fleeting moments of imperfection that we find the true essence of life.

So, as you read through the pages of this magazine, I invite you to open your hearts and
minds to the transformative power of Wabi-Sabi. Let its timeless wisdom inspire you to
embrace imperfection, celebrate authenticity, and find beauty in the most unexpected
places.

Rev. Fr. Trevor Pereira
Assistant Director
Fr. Agnel Technical Campus
Bandstand - Bandra
Mumbai 400 050



PRINCIPAL‘S DESK
IFr CRCE has prepared curriculum which
is aptly named as <H-Tree Model= of
Engineering Education. A unique <H-Tree
Model= of Engineering Education
Curriculum is carefully designed to
systematically develop IQ (Intelligence
Quotient), PQ (Physical Quotient), EQ
(Emotional Quotient) and SQ (Spiritual
Quotient) of a learner. It indicates a
bridge between different verticals
providing three-dimensional growth of a
learner. National Education Policy (NEP)
2020 lays emphasis on teaching 8Indian
Knowledge System9 to the Gen-Z learners.
The teachings of the Indian knowledge
system hold invaluable lessons that can
enrich the education. 

Our <H-Tree= model provides an opportunity for learner to explore IKS, different
philosophies in the world and draw bridge between them.. There are several compelling
reasons why it is important to integrate Indian knowledge system (IKS) into engineering
education. The Indian knowledge system offers a holistic perspective that goes beyond the
technical aspects of engineering. By incorporating principles from Indian philosophy, such
as interconnectedness, balance, and harmony with nature, engineers can develop a more
comprehensive understanding of their role in society and the broader impact of their
work. Indian knowledge system provides insights into sustainable living practices that can
be applied to engineering. Concepts such as "Ahimsa" (non-violence) and "Prakriti" (nature)
emphasize the importance of minimizing harm to the environment and promoting
harmony with the natural world, guiding engineers towards more sustainable design and
development solutions.

The Indian knowledge system encourages creative and innovative thinking by embracing
the idea of multiple perspectives and alternative solutions. By integrating concepts such as
"Vichara" (critical inquiry) and "Naya" (new perspective), engineering education can foster
a culture of curiosity, exploration, and out-of-the-box problem-solving among students and
professionals.

Ethics play a crucial role in engineering, especially in fields where decisions can have
significant social, environmental, and ethical implications. The Indian knowledge system
emphasizes ethical values such as integrity, compassion, and social responsibility, guiding
engineers to consider the broader ethical dimensions of their work and make decisions
that prioritize the well-being of society. Incorporating the teachings of the Indian
knowledge system into engineering education helps students connect with their cultural
heritage and identity. By learning about ancient Indian philosophies, traditions, and
practices, students gain a deeper appreciation for their cultural roots and develop a sense
of pride in their heritage, fostering a more inclusive and diverse learning environment..
Today9s engineers are global engineers and it is important to teach them to respect
cultural diversity. In an increasingly interconnected world, engineers often work across
borders and collaborate with colleagues from diverse cultural backgrounds. By
understanding the principles of the Indian knowledge system, engineers can gain insights
into different cultural perspectives, fostering cross-cultural understanding, collaboration,
and innovation in global engineering projects..



PRINCIPAL‘S DESK
It is also important for today9s engineers to explore the Indian Knowledge System through
lenses of different philosophies in the world. The theme of this magazine i.e. Wabi-Sabi is
an apt example to correlate Indian culture with the Japanese Philosophy. Indian knowledge
system and Japanese Philosophy of Wabi-Sabi stand as two pillars of wisdom, each
offering profound insights into the human condition. While seemingly disparate, these
philosophies share striking parallels, illuminating the universal truths that transcend
geographical boundaries. Wabi-Sabi finds resonance even within the depths of Indian
culture. Wabi-Sabi transcends geographical boundaries, offering profound insights that echo
through the corridors of Indian heritage. "Santosha" is a fundamental tenet of various
Indian philosophical traditions including Hinduism, Buddhism, and Jainism. Santosha teaches
us to find contentment and peace within ourselves, accepting life's imperfections and
transience with grace and equanimity.

Both the Indian knowledge system and Wabi-Sabi share a profound reverence for nature.
In Indian philosophy, the concept of "Prakriti" emphasizes the interconnectedness of all
living beings with the natural world. Similarly, Wabi-Sabi's acceptance of impermanence, or
"Anitya" in Indian thought, encourages cherishing each moment and finding beauty in
transience. Indian rituals, like rangoli designs and sand mandalas, celebrate life's fleeting
nature, reflecting a deep understanding of existence's cyclical rhythm.

Both philosophies extol the virtues of simplicity and authenticity. In the Indian knowledge
system, the concept of "Satya" or truth emphasizes living in accordance with one's authentic
self, free from the illusions of ego and material desires. Similarly, Wabi-Sabi encourages a
return to simplicity, valuing handmade crafts, weathered materials, and the beauty of
everyday life.

Both traditions illuminate the transcendence of dualities and embracing contradictions.
Indian philosophy's "Advaita" teaches us to see the unity beyond apparent separateness.
Similarly, Wabi-Sabi celebrates the beauty in opposites, finding harmony amid light and
shadow, symmetry and asymmetry.

At the heart of these practices lies mindfulness. Through meditation and introspection in
Indian philosophy, and contemplation of simple objects in Wabi-Sabi aesthetics, pathways to
present-moment awareness emerge. Similarly, "Vairagya" in Indian spirituality resonates
with Wabi-Sabi's emphasis on detachment from materialism, embracing simplicity and
imperfection.

In contemporary India, there's a burgeoning trend toward sustainable living, minimalism,
and mindful consumption, echoing Wabi-Sabi's ethos. The revival of traditional crafts and
ancient wisdom reflects a renaissance rooted in simplicity and reverence for nature.
Whether in ancient ruins or bustling cities, Wabi-Sabi's essence permeates Indian culture,
celebrating imperfection and the transient nature of life.

Integrating Indian knowledge system teachings into engineering education enriches learning
and equips engineers with values, perspectives, and skills for 21st-century challenges.
Combining ancient philosophy with modern principles fosters a more sustainable, ethical,
and innovative approach. These parallels with Wabi-Sabi highlight universal truths,
fostering a harmonious and inclusive future.

Dr. Surendra Singh Rathod
Principal
Fr. CRCE, Bandra (W)
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"Wabi-sabi, the celebration of the perfectly imperfect. It's the beauty of things modest
and humble. It's the beauty of things unconventional." - Robyn Griggs Lawrence
I remember my childhood days. How crazy I was to visit a circus that had come to my
hometown. I would excitedly wait   till evening for my father to return from his daily
work and then he would take the whole family to witness the wonderful evening with
so many animals under one tent and the artists performing to the beats of the band. 
Circus means a kaleidoscope of vibrant colours, a vivid display of strength and surprise,
the feats of magic and miraculous courage. Today, we surely miss the spectacle of the
circus as it was in the past. In the circus, every moment  is    a sparkle. Acrobats,
aerialists, magicians, animal trainers, and the whole crew are seen on their toes. Every
artist puts up his/her skill so flawlessly that it makes the individual spellbound. Their
marvelous talents make the crowd keep their eyes wide open throughout the show.

The main attraction of the circus in the past was not only the animals but also the
clowns, who would evoke laughter with their absurd gestures, colourful costumes, and
whimsical appearances.

The artists are short in stature due to genetic conditions or hormonal imbalances known
as Dwarfs. But their Dwarf is the reason for others to enjoy it. They are medically
challenged and hence, getting into any other occupation becomes difficult because of the
unending glances in the society is inevitable. There are Dwarfs in various fields, but
many prefer joining the entertainment sector. In the circus, they find an inclusive space,
and their talent is appreciated. They feel very comfortable displaying their skills and
making the audience laugh and be joyful. This is the only place where society accepts
the physical characteristics of Dwarfs. In real life, these entertainers find a lack of
recognition. Their contributions go unnoticed. They find fewer opportunities for
professional development. Financially, they are not stable hence life security is not there.

Potti Verrayya, a dwarf, worked for more than five
hundred South movies as a clown. Puthenveli
Sasidharan was one of the luckiest clowns who was
seen performing in the circus and made a path
towards the film world. 8Mela9 in Malayalam is the
first movie in the world where one finds Puthenveli
Sasidharan, the dwarf as the protagonist. Also, in 2005,
8Athbhutha Dweepu9, another Malayalam movie dubbed
in Hindi named 8Naye Ajoobe9, opened opportunities for
many more dwarfs to take entertainment as their
career. Ajay Kumar, the dwarf9s role won the hearts
of many. He is the shortest actor and played a full-
length character in a film, securing his place in
Guinness World Records in 2008. Later, he performed
in more than fifty Malayalam and Tamil movies.



We have great lessons to learn from the clowns of the circus or dwarfs who have
excelled professionally by showing their potential at their best in artistic endeavours.
Their imperfect height has nowhere obstructed them from showcasing their wonderful
skills. It has made them more perfect than other actors.

We need to get inspired by such personalities who faced so much discrimination in
society and are still entertained after accepting the challenges even though they
underwent the stigma of a "short-heightened persona". Rather than seeing the physical
characteristics of an individual, we ought to value their unique qualities and
contributions. While celebrating the perfect physical appearance of oneself as a human
being, let's not forget to embrace diversities with the abilities of the imperfect.

-Prof. Dr. Joseph Rodrigues

OUBAITORI AND THE WABI-SABI BLOOM

The blossoms of cherry, apricot, plum, and peach look similar at a glance but they take
their own time and bloom at different times, with peculiar fragrances and shapes.
Instead of comparing our progress with others, we must have a <senpai-kohai=
relationship with ourselves. Senpai and Kohai reflect the idea of a mother-child
relationship (mentor and mentee). Be your own firm mentor and treat your mentee
(yourself) with care. I think I read it somewhere that when we have God in our hearts,
we can see beauty in everything. Is it true? Why don’t we ask this question to ourselves
instead of asking it to others? The first question that we must ask is- what are we
doing with our lives? Have we found the reason behind our life, our life which God has
gifted us? We need to be aware of our surroundings. Many of us just sit down in our
garden and marvel at nature. Are we really doing that with sincere appreciation and
gratitude? Have we developed a senpai-kohai relationship with ourselves? This clicks a
story in my mind that relates to the working of scientists on a hectic project.

The disenchanted group of scientists carried the weight of stressful work and the
dictates of their boss. They did not contemplate quitting the activity in any circumstance.
One of the scientists went to the boss and informed him- <Sir, I have promised my
children that I will take them to the exhibition going on in our township. So, I would like
to leave the office at 5:30 p.m.=

The scientist continued the work post-lunch. He got immersed in his work and it struck
8:30 p.m. in no time. Suddenly, the promise he made to his children, crossed his mind. He
left for home and on reaching, found that his wife was sitting alone and reading.

He did not vacillate in marking that the situation had become vehement. Contradicting
his judgment of the situation, his wife politely questioned- <Would you like to have
coffee or shall I straight away serve dinner if you are hungry?=

The employee mentioned, <If you would like to have coffee, I too will have, but what
about the children?= The wife questioned, <Why, don’t you know?

<Your manager came here at 5:15 p.m. and he has taken the children to the exhibition.= 
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The real occurrence was…

The boss found him engrossed and thought to himself, <This person is not going to leave
work mid-way, even though he has promised to take his children out.= The boss did not
pour his concerns all the time on his employees, but once it was done, the allegiance was
established. The work though stressful, was done with the same vigor by all the
scientists.

The boss aforementioned was Dr. A.P.J Abdul Kalam, the former President of India. Is
this not the Oubaitori effect, wabi-sabi? The bloom in your own way? Perfection in
imperfection? Munshi Premchand talked about the oubaitori and wabi-sabi effect, way
back, unaware of the Japanese connection. The concept was deeply etched in his mind
but the term fell in the Japanese cup of aesthetics. When weighing the beauty of a
mother with a sickle and a baby in the backwrap, struggling to harvest the crop and
work in the fields is compared to the beauty of a woman who carries the weight of
her cosmetics, sans responsibilities. The perfection in imperfection encapsulates the great
florescence of a mother-child relationship. The former has sincerity in her work. There
is so much beauty all around. Mother nature empowers the mother of that infant by
teaching her the gimmicks of the world where duty is inseparable from the beauty of
deliverance in personal and professional life.

Have we found beauty in these things surrounding us? No, yes…hmm...why is there this
perplexion regarding it? Is this because some of us really admire the gifts which God
has given us and some of us do not? When we have faith in God, we have the scope of
a better life and we can give a touch of beauty to everything.

There is a story of a carter whose cart got stuck in the mud and he found no hope but
in Hercules, as he prayed to him. The God of strength appeared before him and asked
him to use his shoulder strength to push the wheels. As he did so, his  cart came out of
the puddle. The story underscores the significance of self-help. Having imperfections,
embracing them, putting all our might into an unfailing resolution. The rest follows. The
wabi-sabi flows and ameliorates without deterrents.

<If you are under the impression, you have already perfected yourself, you will never
rise to the heights you are no doubt capable of.= (Kazuo Ishiguro, The Remains of the
Day)

-Prof. Aastha Bhatia

DON’T FORGET YOUR PARENTS!

Friends, the true happiness lies in your work and how your way of attachments have
been throughout the journey of desires, satisfactions, agony and pain you stood up.
Karma is all that defines your actions and the returns you get from what you invested
earlier. <What you sow is what you reap=.Regret and accept what is done wrong by us,
opportunity to repair begins and will create a brighter beginning again.

It reminds me of many occasions where I was totally lost, but thanks to the almighty,
you know who blessed me to overcome the hurdles? I am very much indebted to them
as I find a lot of satisfaction in a long journey called life. They prayed for me, similar
to my brothers and sister. The best blessings from God come from my parents, I
remember I made a lot of mistakes when they were alive, but they sacrificed
themselves to make me a good human being. I believe you should talk to them in silence
also, and firstly clear your selfish deeds, and prove yourself worthy child and also a
person of value to the society. Still remembering the days when my parents left abode,
the last days of their life were bitter to remember again, they did ask for a few more
days to stay back so that they could see us grow like before. But time does not wait,
God gave us many opportunities and gifts to be with parents and to share one other's
feelings. 
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My parents' illness did not stop them saying to me on the last day on earth, <Don’t go, I
don’t feel well= but I ignored it and left for work as usual. Time does not stop. It was a
loss to me and my family. Today, all that I am existing is because of their blessings. The
happiness in my work, the comfort in dealing things, all is because of them

Dear all, happiness in its true sense is service to your parents and importantly loving
them when they cannot do their own work by themselves. Be there for them till the
very end of life, though you are not a good person for many. But for parents, you will
survive in this world whatever difficulties arise.Karma is everything. Karma does not
spare anyone.

-Prof. M. Veerabhadra Rao

NAVIGATING THE CYBER SEAS: THE SAFETY OF LINKS

In today's digital age, where the internet serves as our primary mode of communication
and information exchange, the safety of the links we encounter cannot be overstated.
Just like navigating through physical spaces requires caution and awareness, the same
principles apply when traversing the vast virtual landscape.

Consider the analogy of a bridge - some bridges are sturdy and reliable, like the iconic
Sea Link, offering a smooth and safe passage to our destination. However, not all links
on the internet can be trusted to provide the same level of security. Just as there are
unstable bridges that pose risks to travellers, there are also unsafe links that can lead
to malware, phishing scams, or other cyber threats.

Before clicking on any link, it's essential to exercise caution and perform due diligence.
Much like inspecting a bridge before crossing it, we should scrutinise links to ensure
their safety. This can involve checking the source of the link, looking for secure
connections (such as HTTPS), and verifying the legitimacy of the website or content it
leads to.

Moreover, relying on trusted sources and employing security measures like antivirus
software and firewalls can provide an additional layer of protection against potential
threats. Just as we wear helmets while biking to protect our heads, let's make sure our
devices have the right shields to defend against online threats.

In summary, although the internet presents numerous benefits and valuable resources, it
also poses inherent dangers, especially regarding the clicking of hyperlinks. Through
vigilance and preemptive actions to verify link safety, we can confidently traverse the
online landscape, safeguarding our digital experiences and well-being.

Remember, "Sab Link Safe Nahi Hote, Unlike Sea Link. Pehle Check Karo Fir Click Karo" -
not All links are safe, unlike the Sea Link. Check first, then click.

-Prof. B.. S. Daga

"LOVE BEYOND BOUNDARIES: NAVIGATING THE COMPLEXITIES
OF CASTE, RELIGION, AND FAMILY EXPECTATIONS IN 21ST

CENTURY RELATIONSHIPS"

In the contemporary era, the dynamics of love between a boyfriend and girlfriend are
characterized by a multifaceted blend of affection, respect, understanding, and mutual
attraction, serving as the foundational elements of their relationship. This modern
landscape differs significantly from previous eras, primarily influenced by shifts in 
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societal norms, values, and technological advancements. In the current era, digital
communication, propelled by the rise of social media and instant messaging, plays a
pivotal role in shaping relationships. While it enables constant connectivity, it also
introduces challenges like digital misunderstandings and the pressure of maintaining a
curated social media presence.

Additionally, there is a notable emphasis on individualism and self-expression, with
couples seeking compatibility in personal growth, ambitions, and hobbies alongside their
romantic connection. Modern relationships also display increased openness and
flexibility, facilitating discussions on previously taboo topics such as mental health, and
allowing for more adaptive roles and expectations.

In contrast, previous eras relied on traditional communication methods such as letters,
landline calls, and face-to-face interactions, fostering what some argue were deeper
connections. Relationships were often characterized by stricter adherence to traditional
gender roles and societal expectations, with less emphasis on individualism and a
greater focus on fulfilling predetermined roles within the partnership. Moreover, social
constraints, including caste, religion, and family expectations, exerted significant
influence on relationships, determining who could love whom under specific
circumstances.

Strategies for building lasting relationships leading to marriage encompass open and
respectful communication, sharing common values and goals, demonstrating mutual
respect and appreciation, mastering healthy conflict resolution, spending quality time
together, and embracing adaptability to navigate life's changes. The evolving perspective
on caste and love reflects a contemporary belief that love should transcend social
constructs. While love is often considered paramount in relationships, practical
challenges stemming from family and societal pressures related to caste and religion
may arise.

Overcoming these challenges necessitates courage, effective communication, and
sometimes compromise. Ultimately, the essence of building a happy life together lies in
focusing on shared love, respect, understanding, and mutual goals. These timeless pillars
stand resilient against societal constructs, such as caste and religion, emphasizing the
enduring nature of these core aspects in the pursuit of a fulfilling and enduring
relationship.

Navigating the complex terrain of love across different castes and religions in the face
of family pressure is a formidable challenge many couples encounter. This intersection
of personal choice and traditional expectations can deeply impact individuals and their
relationships, requiring careful handling and, at times, difficult decisions. Open and
honest communication forms the bedrock of any approach to dealing with family
resistance.

Expressing your feelings and the importance of your relationship to your family is
crucial. It's often misunderstandings or unfounded fears that fuel their apprehensions.
Highlighting the shared values, strengths, and positive aspects of your relationship can
help bridge gaps in understanding. Seeking allies within your family or community who
support your stance can also be instrumental. Sometimes, having someone your family
respects advocate for your relationship can ease tensions and foster acceptance.
Moreover, patience plays a key role; allowing your family time to adjust to your
perspective might yield favorable outcomes, provided it doesn’t indefinitely hold back
your life plans.

In situations where discussions reach an impasse, involving a neutral third party, such
as a counselor or a respected community leader, can help mediate. These figures can
offer fresh perspectives and facilitate a more objective dialogue between you and your
family, potentially uncovering middle ground. However, the reality remains that some
couples must confront the possibility of making tough choices about their future
together.
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It’s essential to have candid conversations with your partner about all potential outcomes
and mutually agree on how to navigate them. This may include considering the
challenging path of prioritizing the relationship over family expectations. The impact of
succumbing to family pressure over personal choice in love can be profound. Youngsters
faced with this dilemma might experience disillusionment with the concept of love or
develop resentment towards their family or societal norms.

The stress from this internal conflict can lead to mental health issues, such as anxiety
and depression, and strain familial and romantic relationships. For some, compliance
may lead to a lifetime of regret and thoughts of what might have been, underscoring
the importance of making decisions aligned with personal happiness and well-being. In
finding a balance between personal desires and familial obligations, every individual’s
journey is unique.

While some may find a way to reconcile differences through dialogue and compromise,
others may choose to prioritize personal happiness, potentially facing estrangement or
isolation as a consequence. Despite these challenges, it’s crucial for the decision to
ultimately reflect what you believe will lead to your long-term happiness and
fulfillment.

Love, respect, and understanding within your relationship and towards your family are
pivotal as you navigate these complexities. Engaging in open dialogues, seeking
compromises where feasible, and standing firm in your values and choices are all
crucial steps in this process. The path of love across the divides of caste and religion is
fraught with challenges, but with careful navigation, mutual respect, and determination,
it’s possible to forge a path forward that honors both your personal happiness and your
relationships.

In the 21st century, an era marked by unprecedented global connectivity, increased
awareness of human rights, and a greater understanding of the intrinsic value of
individual choice, love should ideally take precedence over caste or religion. This
perspective is rooted in the belief that the essence of human relationships transcends
man-made divisions, emphasizing the importance of personal happiness, mutual respect,
and the universal human experience of love.

The prioritization of love over caste or religion is not just a romantic ideal but a
practical approach to fostering societal progress and harmony. It encourages the
dismantling of long-standing barriers that have historically led to division,
discrimination, and even violence. Emphasizing love and personal connection over these
constructs can lead to more inclusive communities, reduce prejudices, and promote a
more empathetic society. Moreover, choosing love reflects a commitment to the values of
freedom, equality, and dignity for all individuals.

It acknowledges that the right to choose one's partner, irrespective of their background,
is a fundamental human right. This choice supports the idea that relationships should be
based on mutual understanding, shared values, and the commitment to grow together,
rather than adherence to arbitrary social divisions. However, advocating for love over
caste or religion does not mean disregarding the challenges many couples face.

In many parts of the world, such decisions can lead to significant social pressure,
familial estrangement, and even personal danger. Overcoming these obstacles requires
courage, support from like-minded communities, and sometimes, societal intervention
through laws and policies that protect the rights of individuals to marry whom they
choose. The choice of love over caste or religion also entails a responsibility towards
understanding and respecting differences.

It involves creating a new shared culture that honors both individuals' backgrounds,
celebrating diversity, and finding common ground. Couples navigating these waters often
become pioneers in their communities, demonstrating through their relationships the
potential for a more inclusive and compassionate world.
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The triumph of love over caste or religion is not just a personal victory for the couples
involved but a beacon of progress for society at large. It represents a step towards a
world where relationships are defined not by historical divisions but by the qualities
that truly matter: love, respect, and a shared humanity. While the journey may be
fraught with challenges, the path of love holds the promise of a more united and
peaceful world.

In the 21st century, the struggle between traditional socio-religious norms and the
universal desire for love presents a significant challenge. If caste or religion were to
consistently overshadow the personal choice of love, the repercussions would ripple
through individual lives, families, and the broader societal fabric, potentially hindering
progress toward a more inclusive and empathetic world.

For individuals, the supremacy of caste or religion over love can lead to profound
personal consequences. Lives led in the shadow of what could have been foster a deep-
seated sense of regret and loss. The emotional turmoil of being denied the fundamental
right to choose one's partner based on love can result in lasting unhappiness and, in
many cases, serious mental health issues, including depression anxiety and trauma.

In a world increasingly connected by digital technologies and global exchange, such
resistance not only seems anachronistic but also counterproductive. It stifles dialogue,
understanding, and the mutual respect necessary for diverse communities to thrive
together. The enforcement of outdated social structures based on caste or religion over
individual choice in love underlines a broader struggle against the forces of
modernization and globalization, which advocate for personal freedoms and human
rights.

Despite these challenges, there's a growing global consciousness that champions the right
to love beyond man-made boundaries. Advances in technology and communication have
fostered a sense of global community and solidarity, enabling individuals and groups to
share their stories, challenge oppressive norms, and advocate for change.

This burgeoning movement towards recognizing love as a fundamental human right,
transcending caste, creed, or religion, signals a hopeful shift towards a more empathetic
and united global society. In essence, if caste or religion were to prevail over love, the
loss would extend beyond individual heartaches, weaving through the fabric of families
and societies, and challenging the core of what it means to be human.

In the context of navigating the complex dynamics of love, caste, and religion in the 21st
century, the role of parents is pivotal. As the primary source of guidance, support, and
values for their children, parents have the unique opportunity to contribute positively to
the evolving landscape of relationships that transcend traditional boundaries.

Parents should encourage their children to express their feelings, desires, and concerns
without fear of judgment or retribution. This open dialogue creates a safe space for
children to share their experiences and challenges, including matters of the heart that
may cross traditional caste or religious lines.

Through active listening and empathetic engagement, parents can better understand their
children's perspectives and provide guidance that respects their feelings and individual
choices. Parents play a crucial role in shaping their children's values and attitudes
towards others.

Whether through informal conversations, community meetings, or social media
platforms, parents can play an active role in challenging stereotypes and prejudices,
paving the way for future generations to love freely and without barriers. In conclusion,
parents have a profound ability to shape the future of societal norms regarding caste,
religion, and love.
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Through open communication, education for empathy and inclusivity, respectful behavior,
support for their children's choices, and community engagement, parents can lead the
way in fostering a more understanding, compassionate, and inclusive society.

Their actions and attitudes can help bridge divides and ensure that love, in all its forms,
is celebrated and honored. Deciding whether to marry someone of the same caste under
parental pressure while denying one's love for someone else is a highly intricate choice
laden with emotional and cultural considerations.

On the positive side, choosing a partner from the same caste can contribute to family
harmony and ease social integration, as shared cultural backgrounds may foster
understanding between families. However, the potential drawbacks are significant,
including sacrificing personal happiness, straining the relationship with the chosen
partner, and potentially facing long-term emotional and mental health challenges.

The decision-making process involves careful reflection on personal values, open
communication with both parents and the chosen partner, and an assessment of the
impact on family dynamics. Seeking compromise, negotiation, and professional advice
can be valuable steps in navigating this complex dilemma.

Ultimately, the choice rests on an individual's priorities, weighing familial expectations
against the pursuit of personal happiness and love. In the face of these intricate choices 
and complex dynamics, it's crucial to remember that love has the power to triumph over
societal constraints.

As we navigate the evolving landscape of relationships in the 21st century, let us
embrace the universal values of love, respect, and understanding. Together, we can break
down barriers, challenge outdated norms, and pave the way for a more inclusive and
compassionate world.

Affirming the right to love beyond boundaries, we champion the belief that every
individual deserves the freedom to choose their partner based on love, irrespective of
caste or religion. By fostering open communication, celebrating diversity, and standing
firm in our values, we not only create stronger, more resilient relationships but also
contribute to the positive transformation of societal norms.

In this journey toward love's triumph, let our rallying cry be: Love knows no bounds,
and together, we build a world where love prevails.

-Ms. Sonia Mahendra Pol

CAKE

You are a piece of chocolate cake that has been cut unevenly. Eccentric. Asymmetric.
Top heavy. A disproportionate, imbalanced ratio of chocolate cream to cake. And not
everyone likes cream. And in a hypercritical society that constantly reminds you, you9re
only too aware of your <flaws=. Possibly ashamed of them. Some consider you a mess.
And they tell you so. But sooner or later, there will be someone who wants that extra
cream. They9re looking for that elusive, imperfect slice that will deliver that extra
delicious, creamy goodness that their heart desires. And then they find you. Just what
they wanted. Just what they needed. They will have their eye on you. They will fight
for you. These are your people. These are your niche. All you need to do is wait for
them and find them. Or let them find you. And they will.
They always do. And when they do, it will be for life.
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And when that happens, you will realizethat it was your imperfections that made you
unique. They weren9t flawsat all. Theywere, in fact,desirable features that most people
simply weren9t good at perceiving. But now you know better.

Now you know your worth.All you had to do was wait. Wait for the right imperfect
peoplewhose imperfections you will cherish, as they will yours.

So stay. And look for those people. Wait for them.

The world is better for your presence in it, not in spite of your imperfections, but
because of them. So, stay.

-Prof. Aseem Nevrekar

THE UNHEARD CRY FOR HELP

O! what a wonderful world will I be born in. I can feel the joy and the happiness near.
But there is something more that lingers in the dark; is it pain or sadness or is it fear?

I could be the next world leader or a bright shining star 
But why do I feel as if all this is impossibly from me far?

Dear mom, talk to me, even though you can9t see me because here I am alive in you,
Why do you cry and not speak to me; why is your smile so little and very few?

I can sense you visiting the doctor because our bond is extremely special.
Even though you never have laughed since you found me and are not even being

careful.

Am I hurting you? I am frightened; but do not worry as soon I will be there. 
But as you enter this gloomy operating room, I can feel you and am very scared.

<O! How blinding is this light. Save me dear mother= I whisper loudly to your beating
heart.

But it is as if you ignore my cries and are ready to go away and make us apart.

Help me dad, where are you? I have never felt your presence, are you angry with me?
<Please save me=, I scream as I feel a hand on my limb; the roaring oceans and the

bright sky I wish to see.

The only place where I felt safe in this universe has now me being pulled far and a
fear has crept. 

Why are you letting this happen mom? Am I not your own blood, the one you promised
to protect?

I am being torn, I realise as I hear the sounds of my shattering beautiful dreams,
But much more I cry as I realise no one will save me now, with my last breath I loudly

scream.

GONE! is my hope and joy that I will always be safe with my dear mother.
O Why did you let this happen? Why did you helplessly watch and let me be

smothered?

In this short 9 months of my life, I now am drifting off to sleep to all my hopes and
dreams to see, Never to get another chance to feel and thank God for giving me a life

where I can happily be free.

-Hazel Sequeira
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THE ENDEAVOURS OF THE MIND!

 How enraged must be Minotaur now I understand 
Trapped in a cageless prison my own thoughts I can9t withstand,

I rule the world now!=, were these the thoughts of Icarus as he soared across the sky, 
I wonder if I too just persevered hard enough, will I be one day able to fly?

Breaking these walls and making my wings I have tried numerous times and failed,
Now despair is mocking me and poking my body in the salty sea of my eyes I sail.

Time has run ahead of me yet my feet are here sown in the sand of fear
If I work hard enough, will I be victorious even though the darkness is near?

 But an enemy of reality is heart and of humanity is the mind 
Hence, I believe this great war I will win if I keep my heart kind,

Questions, the mirrors of doubt cannot win over the will,
It is now my everything and the one virtue that keeps my rage still.

Why am I a mere actor on this stage of the world? Why am I just a canvas when this
soul is art?

NO! even though common I am, and nothing is my fate, from my determination I will
not grow apart.

Even though little I am, strong I will be because success come to those who despite the
fear of waking up boldly dream, 

I will rise, I will try and will never stop until every inch of my skin feels the morning
glory beam

-Hazel Sequeira

WABI-SABI: EMBRACING THE TRANSIENT NATURE OF LIFE

Living life in the pursuit of perfection often makes us miss out on the small memorable
moments that make life special. In today9s fast-paced world, people are entangled in the
thoughts of the future. But why live in the present and worry about the future when
we can live in the present and work for the future?

The Wabi-Sabi aesthetics tell us that a perfect life lies in its imperfect stories and not
in the abstract idea of idealism. Beauty can be defined as the purity of a person and
not by the 8perfect looks9 criteria termed by society. If we had to witness it, who could
be a person better than a mother who knows the imperfectly perfect beauty of her
child?

Impermanence is the inherent nature of all things, reminding us that change is the only
constant thing in life and is inevitable. From changing seasons and situations to
wavering emotions, everything is in a transient state. Instead of resisting this natural
order, embracing impermanence allows us to find beauty in the evolution of moments,
relationships and experiences.

Life offers a world of highs and lows. Happiness is never constant and neither is
sadness, but constant support can help overcome any difficulty. Tough times tell us to
embrace the sting, for within pain lies the alchemy of growth. When clouds of agony
begin to saturate the mind; music helps to unwind. Where words fall short of expression,
music is the rhythm of the soul. Observing these phenomena with mindful awareness
connects us to the rhythm of existence, fostering a deep appreciation for the transient
beauty inherent in every stage of life.
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Wabi-Sabigraces the silenceof the night 
Where stars create a cosmic sight

Beauty is not painted as strokes so fine 
Imperfections in the moonlit shine

-Sanika Wagle

CURIOSITY

Curiosity, when did we lose it?
I wondered, reminiscing the lost times 

When hands scrambled to ask questions 
Making sense of complex rhymes

No, we didn't lose it.

We killed it using numbers 
To show of to unknown brethren 
Advertising on random posters

To please few stochastic chairmen

We killed it for paychecks
For accounts to overflow with money 

With formulas on tip of tongue
And concepts in chaotic disharmony

We killed it for perfection
Mistakes became costlier as you aged 

How will <learning= learn to toddle 
When the racetrack itself is caged

We killed it for committees
Reputation overpowered a curious mind 

And stripped of resources like an austere 
A filthy corner, curiosity had to find

-Rhea Bhalekar

WEATHERED PENCIL 

Striving to capture ideal lines, 
True stories yet whispered twists

The weathered pencil 
Wrote infinite worlds by design,

Hoping to be read someday

Lost in this realm of unreality, 
Was hidden a little new life

I found another piece of this time 
That was perfect than any I had in mind

-Alisha Menezes
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For them, the length of her tongue was too long, 
And her sassiness too wrong.

Sending a sweet smile to a friend only clouded their vision with lust.
Then shattering screams erupted from her throat as they devoured her and

she mourned
the loss of trust.

All she wanted was to be with friends.
Yet she bore the brunt.

SHE. The one who stood up.
The Resilient One.

Obliterating the quondam and coming to the present.
Oh! she bears the brunt.

SHE. The one who still stands up.
The Resilient One.

-Celene Siby

RESILIENT WOMAN

I may be a mother
or maybe a friend

I may be your life partner. 
But apart from all that, 

I’m a woman
I’m something,

Stark contrast of what you envisage.

You may lure me into darkness 
You may take away my light

Do you think it is enough to shatter me?
Well, of course not!

I will emerge unscathed,
from this relentless struggle with the unforeseen.

You know why?
Because I’m a women 

I’m something,
Stark contrast of what you envisage.

When someone breaks my heart,
I lay misty-eyed, devising new plans to kick start.

Does it make me sound weak?
Well, of course not!

I will come out of it fully sane 
when all my sorrow drains.

You know why?
Because I’m a women 

I’m something,
Stark contrast of what you envisage.

You may suppress me
You may exhibitiniquity towards me 
You may discriminate against me 
Do you think it’s enough for me,

to cease trying?
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ORANGE

It's the warm hug
By a soup on winter's evening 

Bonfire at night
And sun-kissed frostbite

It's the light peaking after rain 
On a rather normal school day

Then swinging feet on a Ferris wheel 
And watching pinwheels as times reveal

It’s the feeling of sweet past
And visions of sunrise midst the stormy grey 

A walk back after a long day
Home to favorite TV show at play

Never ending the orange weaves 
Light into blue moments at bay!

It’s the bittersweet melancholy 
The rush after final goodbyes

Not knowing what the future holds 
Ferrying the memories that are forever alive

-Alisha Menezes

THE RESILIENT ONE

A silhouette stood
by the edge of a crepuscular closely-knit wood. 
She gazed up at the sequin–silver stars wistfully, 

and those starsgazed back at her blissfully.
SHE. The one who stood up.

The Resilient One.

 Her life was not all milk and honey, 
Even though she was not on a run for money. 
All she wanted was to be heard like the men.

Yet she bore the brunt.
SHE. The one who stood up.

The Resilient One.

People poking their noses into her life was a constant thing, 
Their taunts, to her, were a constant sting.

When she flared out her wings 
and soared high with passion,

 they shredded her treasured wings 
and they did so with no compassion.

All she wanted was to touch the skies.
Yet she bore the brunt.

SHE. The one who stood up.
The Resilient One.
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To throw my dreams into the bowel?
Well, of coursenot!

I will rise from the ashes,
And soar to a new plane of existence, 

Unfettered by the things,
That once posed such resistance. 
Just like the mythical phoenix.

You know why?
Because I’m a women I’m something,
Stark contrast of what you envisage.

I’m just like Amelia Earhart 
I’m just like Malala Yousafzai

I’m just like Rosa Parks
I’m just like Joan of Arc 
I’m just like Meera Bhai

I’m just like Margaret Thatcher
I’m just like Greta Thunberg 
Even I can make a change

And surely I will

You know why?
Because I’m a women 

I’m something
Stark contrast of what you envisage.

-Celene Siby

MOTHER
Beyond the words, where feelings soar, 

Surpassing my description, love evermore.
Afar from one’s imagination's scope,

What words can unveil you, my mother, my hope?

You planted me in a world so bright,
Cherished me, bathed in love's sweet light.

This depicts your great effort,
What words can embrace you, my guiding heart?

Taught me to obey with a tendertouch, 
Serve the nation, sacrifice so much.

Wear a smilewith confidence and grace,
What words can embody you, my mentor,my embrace?

For you are my strength, my eternal dawn, 
I'll follow my passion, your legacy drawn.

You are my life, my forever guide,
What words can portray you, my first love, my pride?

In the symphonyof your love, tears may flow, 
A melody of warmth, in your embraceI glow.

With each heartbeat, your essence I find, In the tapestryof love,
foreverentwined.

Emotions cascade like a waterfall's embrace, 
In your love's ocean, I find solace and grace.

A mother's love, a teacher's care, 
My first love, ,my forever affair.

-Pooja Jaya Banjan
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$ �=��$ APm (>O �ा �ा+� ��+0K� A1 ��A �&�ा�
&O$ा AP, �ाAO �+�� =AI �;I AK �Aा	 �+(O -�+( �-$ा0ा AK 0ा �,1 �K� >ा(&ा1 @/ा1KA, 0ा
�1I-, �K� .I (>O ��  J�$I 0� @O -�ा (A� APm ��K ; 0ा �Q;O�� /� +(O .K;O�=.ा= =ा;O �ा�
�@1 (>O �O  �@ा( �>�ा1 -( �ा$O A�m (>O-�
�;ा ��+ा&�� �ा ��O�0 /ा
� -^ा(ा AP, �1
�@�;� �ा+ा�1� /��$��� �K ;$ $�I$ �1$O A�m A/ा1O @/ा� /� �@ा �� �1ा- �.ा= =ा;ा
��� AK$ा APm =O@.I ��ा1 �O  (>O �O  �ा1# A� �1 =A �+�O  @ा=���� AK(O �O  �;� A/O>ा
$P0ा1 AK$ा APm >ा0& +A;I -ा1 �+ �@@O �
�ा1 �1�, ;O��( �@1I �1 $I@1I -ा1, �- �+
+(O &K�$� �K �@ा �1$O �� &O�$O A�, $K �+ �� -ा1 �0ा@ �1(O /� @
�K� (A� �1��Om �1/
�K>I @AI 0ा �;$, �ा(K(I 0ा =P' (A� &O�$Im �- �+ �@O $I@1I -ा1 �1$O A�, $K �+ (>O
�O  �&� -( �ा$O A�, �1 �� (>O �O  �&� �O  �;�, (>ा �� �&$ (A�, �=�0�$ा -( �ा$ा
APm  
(>ा $�=@
� �+�� >ा1I�1� ���$ �K AI �.ा�=$ (A� �1$ा, -��� �+�O  /ा(�@� �=ा�0
�K .I (J�@ा( +�
�ा$ा APm -�$ @O ;K�� �O  �;�, �==ा�&$ ���$0� @O -�(O �ा �� -Aा(ा -(
�ा$ा AP, ;O��( 0A -�ा= -@ /��$�� �ा1ा ���O�1$ �ा
�$0� $�= �ा �� +�1#ा/ AP, �K �(
(ा>� �O  @O=( @O @ा/
��0$ा �� @
$J;( �O  �ा1# ��+� AK$I APm 0A �+�K �0
$
.ा=(ा�/� �1 &O$ा AP, �+�ा �J�@ा $%ा A
@ा /� -&; �ा$ा AP, �1 �+�ा +�$ा=ा =@ा& /�
-&; �ा$ा APm (>ा �� �(=ा0� $�= AP, ��@O �+ �=O�ा @O @O=( �1$O A�m
�.I-�.I �+ �=0
 �K �
�ा1 @�$O A�, �O =; (�ा1ा�/� @O=ा� �� �1 +I�O A��1m
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+K#�$ा �I=(ा�ा �� /ा��
/;ा @=���L � +P�� �O� @O �A#ा0�O �AO, +1
$J �&�=ा(O, AO (OA/I� �1O (@$O.  0ा;ा 
$ (ाAI.  &K?ा
�ा �=I�ा1 �O �0ा(O @/ा'ा( �/<$O
��# �>�$ा 0O$O, �K �I=(ा�ा @=��/ .ा� �AO.  �ाAI �K�I ��ा�$ 0O$ा$, $J�AI �0ा
�0ा@ा � � K1 +�1�/ �1$ा ��# /� $J�Aा;ा
�0ा �/<$ा$.

$J/�ा �K(AI �=�ा@ �AO �� �$1 $J/�0ा+O�ा �O� �AO$?  AO 0K�0 ��1 �AO �ा?  ��0O� ��+ा&(, ��$�=, .L�$� =�$K, $J/�0ा
.ा=(ा ��0ा&�/�0O �� +K#�$ा ���=ा &K? @$K.  $J�AI ��$�ा @1ा= �1ा; �$$�� �ा
�;I �ा/��1I �1ा;.  (ा��ा�0ा >O=�� $J�AI
�O �ाAI @ा�0 �O ;O $O $J/�0ा �0�(ा
�O ��# 0>ा�O ,< �AO.  @�0, >Aा#+# ��# �ा
�J;+#ा�I .ा=(ा $J/�0ा/�0O =@$O.  
$J/�0ा$I; @�0, -J��/�ा ��# �ा
�J;+#ा�I .ा=(ा $J/�O (>I-  1=$O, �0ा/J<O  +K#�$O;ा ��Aा( &O$ @$ा(ा $J�AI A=O $@O
+�1+K#� AK� >�$ा.  �ाAI�# 0ा;ा �'IAI ( @
+#ा1I ���0ा �A#K( +ाA$ा$, $1IAI (>I- �ाAI �(=!�ा
(ा @ा% &O$O.  @1ा=, � K1
+�1�/, @ा$�0, @�0$ा, �=�ा@, .�� ��# .1+K1 �>ा AO $J/�0ा �+/�0O �=�0�  �� �AO$ �1 $J�Aा;ा �=�ा@ @O; ��
&K?ा
=1 �(0
�#  O=$ा 0O�; ��# $J�Aा;ा +J"O  �ा0�O @O;.  ��0 @=ा�(K, ,� 'I1 '1ा, $J/�0ा �J�ा
/'K( �>�ा ��# ��Aा(
�=I�ा1ा.  $J�AI $J/�I >0�$ ����ा; ��# �0ा��/ा#O $J/�O �&>� ��$�= ....

-�ा.  �/�10ा;ा =I1.�1ा=

+J#��=ा�!K( +K#��=ा�!O…
�=ा/I �==O�ा(
& �A#$ा$ �� ��/ा Aा +�1+K#�� �AO +1
$J �=?0 =ा@(O/J<O  AO +K#��= -
'(ा$ @$O. /(J�0 �ा(ा/J<O  �ा -
'(ा$K( /J�
AK� >�$K. �0ा�/ा#O ,J
 �1 /ा�( 1ा� �1 @1�0ा=1 �K<@ा ��=�;$ AK$K, �0ा�/ा#O �ा(�+I ,J
 �1 ���0ा=1I; �ा(ा�ा
��# +K#��=ा�ा %1 -ा�K;ा @ा1$O. �0ा�/ा#O +ा�@ +!K( �O�0ा=1 ��ा> �(1� AK$O ���=ा =ा&< @1�0ा=1 @L�I >ा
$ AK$O,
�0ा�/ा#O �0J�0ा$I; �$ा1�"ा= (J.=$ा(ा �;O;O @ा/
��0, @
0/ ��# +�1+�=$ा ���0ा=1I; +K#��=ा�O /<. �1 @ा1$O
��# �=$�/'I; @ा/�0ा��I ��# +K#��=ा�I �ा#I= �+�0ा;ा AK$O. @
0/, @ा$�0 ��# �&ा� AO$K @O; $1 /(J�0ा;ा �+�0ा
�I=(ा�ा �1ा AO$K �/�$K.

/(J�0ा�O /( ��/$� �(�K+ @$O, �0ा$ /0ा�& @ा/�0� @$O. +1
$J /K O  AK$ @$ा(ा �/<ा;O�0ा (J.=ा
$K( �+;O /( �=�='
�=�ा1ा
(I �ा@$O. AO /(ा�O �=�ा1 �+;I �ा0��/$ा /0ा��&$ �1$ा$. '/�>ा��ा$ @ा
��$�0ा�/ा#O �ा/, �K', ;K., /&, /KA ��#
/�@1 AO /(ा�O ?!M  �1+J �AO$. AO ?!M  �1+J /(J�0ा�0ा ���0ा;ा �ा(ा�0ा -
'(ा$ ��!K(  O=$ा$. �A#K(� �+�0ा /(ा�O 0ा ?!M
�1+J
+ा@K( @1
�# �1#O �1�O�O �AO. $1� �+�0ा @ा/�0ा��I �+�0ा;ा �ा#I= AK$O. �K#�0ाAI 0�ा/�0O �>I @�/'ा +�# �O ;I
�ा$O $@O� �=�=ा�ा >K'  O�( �ा �I=(ा�O �1O ���@$ @ा�0 �1ा0�O @O; $1 0ा ?!M  �1+K
�I ��$I �ा=I ;ा�$O. 

.�=ा( �I�L �#ा�O ��1� �A#�O 0ा ?!M  �1+K
=1 �=�0 �/<=�0ा@ा � �&>� �/ा# �AO. 0>K&O�0ा /ा$L�O/ा�ा �&1 �1$
-ा<�L �#ा(O �+�0ा -ा;;I;ा
(I �$;ा =ा�@�0@J�ा�I (J.K$I �&;I. -ा< �K+ा<ा
-1K-1 �0ा
�ा @�ा AK�( �O<$ा(ा �0ा
(ा
�/��O/ा�O @J� �&;O. �K�J <ा$I; �K�+�ा
�0ा .���ा �&1 ��( �0ा
�0ा>I 1ा@��!ा �1$ �0ा
(ा .��/0 �(
& �&;ा.
�I�L �#ा=$ा1ा$I; Aा �0ा0 '=ा@(O�0ा' ����ा$ !�;O�0ा +ा/1ा
(ा ���� /ा0O�ा (=ा %� @/�ा=$K. �+;O =$ा1 �ा0�
@,; �1�0ा@ा � 0K�0 =O< 0O$ा� �K�J <ा$I; @J�ा;ा �1 @ा1$ �I�L �#ा(O �
 @ा�ा =' ��( �+�0ा ��/&ा�0ा &O=�� ��#
=@J&O=ा;ा �
 @ा�0ा �ा�ा$K( /J� �O ;O, /%J1O$I; ��ा�(ा
�O 1�# �O ;O. �ा1�O $I; @ा�ा�0ा�ा 8/KA9 ( -ा<�$ा 0K�0 =O<� +ा
!=ा
(ा
'/�0J�ा$ /ा��&>�( �1�0ा@ा � A��$(ा+K1 0O%O �ा$ �+�0ा =$ा1ा$I; (=I( �0ा0ा;ा @J�=ा$ �O ;I. �+�0ा ��0ा;ा �&;O;O
=�( +ा<�0ा@ा � 8�K'ा9=1 /ा$ �1$ �>>J+ा;ा�O >
.1 +1ा' /ा, �O ;O. 8/&ा
'9 ��# 8/�@1I9 �0�'( ��# �0ा�0ा (J�1ा
(ा
�0ा
�0ा ���/ा��O 0K�0 >ा@( �/<ा=O 0ा@ा � �J ��O�ा=1 @
�/ा$ +!;O�0ा �J�(ा;ा, '/�0J�ा@ा � �0ा(O �0ा�O '(J�0 ��;#O, AO�
�0ा�O �/� �AO, 0ा�ा �I$K+&O> �O ;ा. 0ा '/��ा0ा�$ 8�(��ा/9 �/�0K�0ा�/ा#O �J�(ा�O @ा1�0 ��( '�(1A
�ा1ा'�ा �&>� ��ा�+$
�O ;ा. �0ा��ा1O .�=ा( �=�#K�0ा 0ा '�L �#ा=$ा1ा(O' �+�0ा;ा ?! �1+K
=1 �=�0 �/<=$ +K#��=ा�!O =ा��ा; �1�0ा�ा /ा��
&ा�=;ा �AO. �I�L �# =$ा1ा$I; ��0O� �0ा0 Aा /ा(=ा(O -ा�0ा=�O+ा@K( =L�&ा+�ा<ा�I =ा��ा; �1$ा(ा �+�0ा
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मराठी
 �0J�0ा$I; ���0
$1ा
(ा @�ा1ा�/�$O(O ��# ��0ा>I;$O(O +ा1 �1�0ा�I �O1#ा &O$K. �A#K(� @K<ा �;ा
(I +�1+K#� @ा �I�L �#
'+K#ा�=$ा1' �+�0ा;ा +K#��=ा�!K( +K#��=ा�!O �=ा@ �1�0ा@ा � +%&>�( �1$K.

.L�$� ��ा$ 1ा�( /K O  AK$ @$ा(ा, �I=(ा$I; =O�=O��0ा =<#ा
=1 �>�#, (K�1I-�=@ा0, (ा$O@
-
', @
+�I, 0ा @=� .L�$�
-ा-�/�0O �+�0ा;ा +K#��= �ा#=$ @$O, +1
$J >O=�� �ा+
��� /(ा;ा 0ा @=� @J�ा
�0ा �ा�0ा �(1%�� =ा�K ;ा�$ा$ ��#
�0ा��/� /(ा;ा �0ा �#I +1/ा��/� @J�ा�I �ा#I= AK$O ��# @��&ा(
&�=�+ +1��ा�I �" ;ा�$O. �A#K(� �&ा��$
;K�/ा�0 ��<�ा
(I �I$ा1A�0ा�0ा @ा1�=�+ �ा;I; �K� ���$ �O ;ा �AO.

ॐ +K#�/&� +K#��/&
  +K#ा��+K#�/J&�0$O m
+K#��0 +K#�/ा&ा0 +K#�/O=ा=�>�0$O n

(%�: @��&ा(
&�=�+ +1�� +K#� �AO ��# AO ��0 ��$M +# +K#�� �AO. �1I +K#� +1��ा$K( AO +K#� ��$M �� ��$I@ �;O
@;O $1I +1��ा�I +K#���$I $>I� 1ाA$O.)

$ा�+0�: �I=(K�$I�0ा 0ा /ा�ा�=1 >J� @ा��=� .ा=ा(O @��/� �1$ @$ा(ा +ा1/ा�%�� ��$I �1$ 1ा�A�0ा@� �+;ा �0ा��/�
���?� AK$K ��# 8+K#��=ा9�!K( 8+K#��=ा9�!�ा �=ा@ @,; @
+K#� AK$K.

-!Q. �O $�� (1�� �K>I

@J� �A#�O (��� �ा0 @$O. �� �P= 1ा@ा0�(� = /ा(�@� �=�O?#.

/ा(=ा�O .ा= �(� �=� �ा/J�0ा(O �I= 1ा@ा0�(�  ��ा
/J<O  �.ा�=$ �ा;O �AO. 0J�Aा; (K� A1ा1I 0ा
�0ा /$O @O1K�K�((, !K+ा/ा�(
��# ���@�K�@( 0ा @ा1�0ा @
�O1�ा
�I �(�/�$I ��0O� ���$ �/I �'� �/ा#ा$ AK$O. /ा(=I @J�ा;ा �(0
��$ �1#ा1I �P=
1ा@ा0�(� @
1�(ा ��0O� ��� ��#� =O�<� @$O. 0J�Aा; (K� A1ा1I 0ा
�0ा 8@O�+0�@9 0ा +J�$�ा$ AI @
��+(ा (O�
�&ाA1#ा
(I �� �O ;I �AO. �ाAI ;K� ��/$�� >I �P= 1ा@ा0�(� �=�ा  O�( 0O$ा$ �� �0ा
�I +ा$<� �ा�$ @$O, $I ���
(K�0ा � �ा#I@ (K�1I=1 �O;I ���=ा �&� �.ा< �K@<;O $1I &O�I; �(
&�� 1Aा$O. 0ा �=�� �0ा ���$ AI +ा$<� �/I
@O;, �0ा ���@ �&� (K-O; +ा�1$K?� �1I �/<ा;O, $1I �OA�0ा=1 @&P= -ा1ा =ा�;O;O @$ा$. ��K-ा�K�0ा �=�=' ����ा
�=�ा1 �O ;ा $1 �ाAI /ा#@O �'� �(
&� $1 �ाAI @&P= 1!$1ा�$ @$ा$. @O1K�K�(( ��=�0ा@ा � �ा1#I.K$ @;O�0ा
-ा�@
�O1�ा
/�0O  �(ा@ा+O�, �ा;@ा+O� -&; AK� >�$K, +# �0ा�0ा +ा$<�$ (ाAI. @/�ा �� ��� -ॅ�!��ॅ�!;ा �� @J@�
-
��0ा$ 1Aा$ �AO = �@1I ��� �1 �+(�1ा$ ��ा �K�ा  1ा$ 1Aा$ �AO. -ॅ�!��ॅ�!�0ा  1ा$K( �&@#ा1ा @J1O� &O�ा=ा =
�1ा/&ा0 � @J�@K0I �0ा ����I /(��$I  1=K >�$ (ाAI$. �&ाA1#ा%�, �1 AO @J@�  1 ��ा�=1  O$;O @O; = AO ��� =I@
=?ा�(
$1 ,O !�0ा(
$1 �1 �0ा�0ा /��$ @O1K�K�(( ��=K ;ा�;O, $1 �0ा;ा $K �(
& $O�Aा �/<O;. 0ा �;� ��� (  O$ा �K�O  1  O$;O�0ा
����0ा /��$ @O1K�K�(( ;�O� ��=O; = $I ��� ;�O� �(
&� AK�;.

�(
& ��#� @K( @L�0 AI �0ा�I �=�$ा1I$ @
��+(ा �AO. -1O� >ा��� = '/�=O�O @J�ा�0ा �O =< �P= 1ा@ा0�(� @
��+(O;ा
/ा($ (ाAI$. �P= 1ा@ा0�(�  �� $1 �AO$�, +# �0ा ��$�1� /(K=P�ा�(� = @ा/ा���  �� +# @K >�$ा$. �ा/J�0ा(O �1
�P= 1ा@ा0�(�  ��ा
�ा �=�ा1 �O ;ा $1 @L�0ा��1$ा �+�0ा Aा$ा$ �ाAI� (ाAI >I .ा=(ा �(/ा�# AK#O @ाA���� �AO. +1
$J
=�$J��$I >I �AO, �� @�<O  �ाAI �+�0ा� Aा$ा$ �AO. �1I @
�O1�ा
�I +ा$<� /A�=ा�I @;I, $1I $I @
�O1�O  �>ा ��ा1O
�(0
��$ �O ;I �ा� >�$ा$, AO �+#  1=K >�$K = �0ा�ा1O @L�0+K#� �I=( ��K >�$K. �.0ा
���� @
>K'(ा$ =ा+1;I �ा#ा1I
8$ा�J�I9 0ा >ा���ा�I @
��+(ा @L�0ा�0ा �0ा@ा$ =ा+1;I �ा� >�$O. 0ा @
��+(O$ �0ा -ाA0  ��ा
�O �(0
�# �+�0ा Aा$ा$
(@$O, �0ा��1$ा �+# 0K�0�1�0ा 
$��$  ��ा
�O �=�ा+( �� >�$K. �A#�O� /I @O �ा0� �=I�ा1O( �0ा/J<O  /ा�O �I=(
%�+K#� AK�;. �P= 1ा@ा0�(� ��I�K( �%O $J�Aा;ा �1!K( @ा
�$ �AO - "�=$�;ा �<�ा".



मराठी
$J�Aा;ा >ा ��ा1�O �ा0� �(=!ा0�O �AO �O $J/�0ा �=!I�O �AO. .;OAI �0ा$ +P@ा %K!ा@ा �/I @O; �ा1# +P@ा /J<ा$
@O1K�K�((, !K+ा/ा�( ��# ओ��@$K�(��0ा �(/�$I@ �ा1#I.K$ (ाAI� �AO. $J�AI �=$�;ा ओ<��0ा (�$1 �0ा �ा0ा�$K( $J�Aा;ा
�(�& �/<O; $O �=I�ा1�0ा@ @L�0 �+@K�� �/<O;. 0J�Aा; (K� A1ा1I 0ा��0ा /$O �$>0 �� #, '�ा'���� +# %�+K#� �I=(
.1+K1 @/ा'ा( &O#ा1� @K >�$� ��# %�AI(, �(1%�� +# �?K�1ा/ @#ा1� �I=( .1+K1 ���I = �;O?&ा0�  � >�$�. (=I(
��11�0ा >K'ा$ @#ा�0ा $�#ा�(ा Aा ;O� �&ा��$ .1+K1 �+0K�I +!O;. 0O%O �+#ा@ @O �/� ((K�1I, �=@ा0) �(=!ा0�ा
�AO, �K �+�0ा;ा ��O;, �=!O; = �0ा/J<O  �I=(ा$ %� �(/ा�# AK�;.

 @ा(O �J����0ा .ा?O$ @ा��ा0�O �ा�0ा@ 8.��/0 �/�9 �(=!ा. �0ा �/ा�$ .�� �AO, �0ा �/ा��O ओ�O AK$ (ाAI. �0ा �>��ा;ा
�0ा+(ा$ �(�& �/<O;, $1 �0ा�0ा �ा/ा$ .�� �(/ा�# AK�;. .��/0 �/ा�$K( �(�< �(�& �(/ा�# AK�;, �A#�O� @��O1�ा��I
/K � 1@& ��=O;. %K!�0ा$ �ा0, �=$�;ा ओ<�ा = �(�&� �Aा. @L�0ा�ा ��# �(�&ा�ा ��$Aा@ ,ा1 /K ा �AO. @�>K'( �ा;K
�AO ��# +J"OAI �ा;K� 1ाAI;. �="O  /ा� (��� �� �=$��0ा �=!I(J@ा1 �/� �(=!�0ा@ �I=( @L�0+K#� AK�0ा@ /&$ AK�;�.
��# ��ा�ा =O<� (P�$�$O�I +ा$<� @ा�.ा<K( �K��@I �K� �ा;I = $J�AI ���I �ा;ा$�, $1 �J>ा; �ा &K? !K+ा/ा�(, @O1K�K�((
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SHOWCASE



Aishwarya Sreejith
SE AIDS

Aishwarya Sreejith
SE AIDS

Aishwarya Sreejith
SE AIDS

Akshaya Lakshmi
TE COMPS A

Akshaya Lakshmi
TE COMPS A

ARTWORK 



Arya Patil
SE COMPS B

Alisha Menezes
BE MECH

Sarah Rhena Dayal
FE COMPS B 

Kris Fernandes
SE ECS

ARTWORK 



Liza Glanisha Lucas Castelino
FE COMPS A

Liza Glanisha Lucas Castelino
FE COMPS A

Preetham Fernandes
SE COMPS A

Preetham Fernandes
SE COMPS A

ARTWORK 



ARTWORK 



SNAPSHOT
SANCTUARY



PHOTOGRAPHY

David Porathur
FE ECS

Mohd. Anwar Mullani 
FE MECH

Siddhesh Chinchghare
FE MECH

Nikhil Ramraje
TE MECH

Praneeta Misal
FE ECS

Susannah Varghese  
FE ECS

Om Kodte
BE MECH

Om Kodte
BE MECH

Manasvi Patil
BE COMPS A

Manasvi Patil
BE COMPS A

Manasvi Patil
BE COMPS A
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Om Kodte
BE MECH

Roland D'Cruz
BE COMPS B

Roland D'Cruz
BE COMPS B

Roland D'Cruz
BE COMPS B

Manasvi Patil
BE COMPS A

Alisha Menezes
BE MECH



PHOTOGRAPHY

Roland D'Cruz
BE COMPS B

Roland D'Cruz
BE COMPS B

Mohd Saqueeb Kudroli 
BE  MECH

Pooja Jaya Banjan
BE COMPS B

Pooja Jaya Banjan
BE COMPS B

Pooja Jaya Banjan
BE COMPS B

Sanika Thakur
TE AIDS

Sanika Thakur
TE AIDS

Alisha Menezes
BE MECH

Alisha Menezes
BE MECH
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BE COMPS A



Alton Russel Dsilva
In Java, they say 'try, catch.' In
college, it's more like 'try, fail,
catch up on Netflix.'

Shawn William Rodrigues 
Final year flair: slaying exams,
owning moments, and leaving a
legacy

Shreyas Bhat
The Office Season 2 
Episode 15 10:28

Nathan Lopes
<One life Baby=

Kavach Dave 

Manasvi Patil 

Anmol Kamoji

Charmi Tank

Calvin Gonsalves Atharwa Pawar

Cheryl Navin Almeida

Hudah Ansari

Rishabh Gupta

Naman Chouhan

Malaika Monteiro Hitesh Sharma

renvil ronan dsa

Shreya Palande 

Lauren Menezes

Vallance Alvares

SEEK Discomfort 

"The Office, season 9,
episode 27, minute 16:18"

I did everything but
Engineering

A perpetual enthusiast navigating life with a
friendly spirit, learning to thrive, and
embracing a kinder heart at every turn.

Nothing just an
inchident 

It's your life. Do what
you want with it.

"I fuse art and tech in IoT
projects."

We didn't realize we were making
memories, we were just having fun. 

You're on your own kid,
you can face this

I don't want to live a thousand
years. If I just live through today,
that'll be enough.

Forging the backbone
of the digital age

"Four years of Computer Engineering:
where every problem has a solution,
except for Mondays." - ChatGPT

"I did my waiting! 4 years
of it! In Fr. Agnel!"

Chose to be an engineer
but born to slay

Engineering taught me matrix,
life taught me to escape the
matrix.

Enthusiastically, Mavericky,
Passionately busy for services
before self ...



Jaden Dsa
If you cannot do great things,
do small things in a great way.

Suzan Dsouza
Tough times don't last, Tough
people do. 

Alson Basil  Tuscano
Try to be a rainbow in
someone's cloud.

Sandesh Raut 
Don't be afraid to be different 

Srijita Patra
Zindagi me end me sab thik ho jata
hai. Aur agar thik na ho toh
picture abhi baaki hai mere dost.

Seon Tuscano
Wasting 4 years of engineering
were totally worth it ✨

Sarah Abraham
Through my engineering journey, I've learnt to
dance through the unpredictable rhythms of
the universe and craft solutions out of
chaos.

Valiaparambil Ryan Taffy

Was released from his 4 year
sentence.

Keith Gonsalves 

Fear is stupid, so are regrets

Jonathan Duarte 
I'm so creative, I create new
problems for myself everyday

Ivan Dsilva
Hardwork no one cares,
Success everyone stares

Kedar Adhikari
Panda is my spirit animal

Oswin Lopes
Planning a trip is more difficult
than engineering exams

Rohan Mathew
Nothing in life is impossible as long as you
take that first step.Nothing in life is
impossible as long as you take that first
step.

Smith Dbritto
Success is 1% inspiration, 9%
perspiration and 90% googling
how to do things.

Ruben Rodrigues
None of my assignments are
done, but I sure am

Trevelyn Noronha
Life is like an onion; you peel off
one layer at a time and sometimes
you weep.

Kris Corriea 
Graduated with a degree in Computer
Science, but my code still looks like a
cat walked across the keyboard.

Justin Abreo
My weight increased and my
CGPA decreased 

Mathew Lobo
I'm and adult now with
resbonsibifites, wait I think its
called responsibilities?



Nadar Athsa Devaraj
Jesus Loves You❤

Larry Lopes
The 8H9 in ENGINEER stands for
happiness.

Renu Nanadikar
"And that, kids, is how I met
your Father"

Martina John
Here I go again, I'm imagining a world
outside, unlike the one I'm in - Camila
Cabello, "Million To One"

Gouri Sankhe 
"Soft-spoken elegance, with a
quiet charm."

Wesley Lewis 
Glad mere saal autonomous nhi
hua, 50k zyada fees bharna padhta

Bhushan Pakhle
I am not here to make friends , I
am here to make history.

Sankalp Rane 
I just find myself happy with
simple things

Vijay Prajapati
Life isn9t about waiting for the
storm to pass, it9s about learning
to dance in the rain.

Rudolf Dmello
Embrace the journey, celebrate the
moments, and let your story be the
masterpiece in the gallery of memories.

Omkar Satupe
Believe you can and you9re
halfway there.

Ritika Rumde 
 "Point is, haters gonna hate. Shake
it off. Taylor Swift, always right."
-Jake Peralta

Shaun pimenta
Life is never a zero sum game cause
the grass is greener where you
water it

Abhay Bhosale
College was easy. It was like riding a bike.
Except the bike was on fire and the ground was
on fire and everything was on fire because it
was hell.

Mrudul M Patil
The best is yet to come

Shagun Agrawal 
Imperfection is beauty, madness is
genius and it's better to be absolutely
ridiculous than absolutely boring.

Deon Gracias
We must accept finite
disappointment, but never lose
infinite hope.

Mahek Intwala
Memories etched, Chaos
survived, Hell ahead!

Eric Fernandes
Wait, i9m already an engineer?=

Hisbaan Sayed 
Finalizing my academic journey,
next stop: the real world.



BE COMPS B



"The worst thing about
prison was the dementors." -
Michael Scott

[object Object]
Afif Deshmukh Glen Rodrigues

Aaron Pereira 
Every expert was once a
beginner.

AYUSH SHARMA 
This isn't goodbye, it's "see
you later" as we write the
next chapters of our story.

Jaiswal Nitesh Chhaibar 
"It always seems impossible
until it9s done."

Rance Dmonte
"To the class of 2024: We began
with hope, we end with triumph,
we leave with reverence."

Joseph William
Strive for progress, not
perfection.

Reuben D'sa
There are no bugs in my code,
just unexpected features!

Resham Patil
tujhko mirchi lagi toh mai
kya karu

Unnati Ramesh Kotian
"Embracing the college
odyssey, I carve pathways of
discovery and memories to
cherish."

Neave Paul Kallivalappil 
See ya later apple gator!

Harsh Kadam
Kabhi kabhi lagta hain ki apun
hi bhagwan hain

Malik Mohammad Ali Ahmad
Life is like a Neural Network,
we learn from our errors.

Samuel Emmatty 
College Life: where deadlines
and memories collide 

Wencelaus Ratto Chinmay Vijay Kadam
"Building the future, word by
word, formula by formula."

They call me 007; 0 will to
live, 0 assignments done, 7
Git merge conflicts

Chris Dolton D'silva 
I think therefore I am!

Glenn Mendonca
Mastering the art of looking
busy while doing nothing.

Shubham Harishankar Sonar
The fastest road to meaning
and success: choose one
thing and go all in.

Royston Mascarenhas
The game's the game.



Gladys Lobo

Kyle DsouzaMeryl Correia 

Roland D'CruzBanjan Pooja Jaya

Max Tuscano

Godsee Almeida 

Sebastina Eliza 

Savit NairPreeti Vasaikar 

AARUSH VERULKARNecia Rodrigues

Divyansh DalmiaDillon Gonsalves 

Erica mathias 

Jainam Joshi

Riddhi Dinesh Oza 

Ashwin Johnson 

Anshula Raina Ayukshi Sanjay Rane 

We'll never be those kids
again:(

The 8H9 in ENGINEERING
stands for Happiness.

Same game different level….(I want to thank Google,
chatgpt and ctrl c + ctrl
v !! 

Salutem invenire amicisWe'll be alright.

Only thing really worth
chasing is a dream:)

Ctrl + Z: The closest thing
I have to a superpower

We are all travelers
under the same sky.

Never give upDon't let the past steal
your present.

Living Life In Full Colour !

"Mischief Managed" ~ the
vvimp part I won't miss the exams.

If I die, turn my chats
into a book.

Two things; firstly "Tension lene ka
nahi, sirf dene ka" and secondly "Khud pe
daya karna band karo, aur khud se pyaar
karna seekho."

Chippi chappaing my way
through life

"Main apni favorite
hoon!"

In every domain, one reigns
supreme for me: Bench - 1,
Rank - 1, Jersey No. - 1v

"Let's see. Battles are won by
geniuses. And I am a genius.
So..."



AKHIL MANI

Zeal Rodrigues

Sahil Shaikh 

Ayush Batra

Sarthak Vinod Shrungare

Ashay Katkar

Suraj Naik

Rahul Bothra 

See kids…I told you I was
good-looking in my
undergrad.

"Whatever you do in this life,
its not legendary unless your
friends are there to see it"

Drink Water

Semesters will come and go, but
these memories and friendships will
last a lifetime.4 years of sweat,
blood, and tears.

"There Are No Oogways." -
Master Accident

Hardwork betrays none,
dreams betray many

You know who I am

"I hope you enjoyed
the show"

Shoydon Alphonso

Nash Rodrigues

Asher John Lopes

Shubham Ojha

Scott Fernandes 

Harsh Parmar

Enrique Crasto

Mehul Kamlesh Patel 

<Long story short , I
survived. <

It's ok

I'd shoot for the moon, but
I'm too busy gazing at stars.

We didn9t realize we were
making memories we just
knew we were having fun.

The hardest choices
require the strongest
wills. 

The ticket to the
future is always open.

College ek सफ़र hai dosto,
English wala सफ़र

Everything has it's pros and
cons



BE ECS



Mohammed Moiz Nulwala 
Two Apparent Engineers Looking
At Each Other...

Mohsin
Motto: Copy Copy Be Happy ,
Masti Time All The Time

Pulkit Anand Janya 
In a world where you can be
anyone, be yourself

Christopher Roach 
Through FAITH IN GOD, all things
are possible!!

Dinesh Suthar
Happiness is a decision

Vrushti Shah 
Turned out to be unexpectedly
happening, EUPHORIA STAIRS WILL
BE MISSED!

Jeshurun Edwin
<Kisne...

Alisha Rawat
"I knew exactly what to do. But in
a much more real sense, I had no
idea what to do." - Michael Scott

Mathew Kuruvilla Payapilly 
Embracing the chaos to redefine
the norm.

Leroy Machado 
Never witness the change,
be the change.

Kunal Dharmendra Wagh

Shalaka Vengurlekar

Jason Rodrigues
"Everybody wants to know what I
would do if I didn't win. I guess
we'll never know." 

Tanuj Jaya Muddanna Anthu 
Kumbhar 
3% attendance aur recession mai
tera bhai placement nikala 

Santo Sunny
CRCE is the best college,
until I leave.

Lavil Saldanha
Degree lene aaya hoon, degree
leke jaaunga 

Don9t let what you cannot do
interfere with what you can do.

Harshit Anchan

Prachiti Patil
You live only once ! Do
something worth calling it life.

Never gonna give you up,
never gonna let you down :)

...pucha?=



Fiola Riva Mathias
Graduating with honors in
sarcasm!

Dhruti Prashant Vartak

One man's "magic" is another
man's engineering. "Supernatural"
is a null word.

"Amidst darkness, be your own
shining light."

<When in doubt, dance it out. It's
scientifically proven to make everything
better.= ― Phil Dunphy, Phil's-osophy

Engineered my way through college,
fueled by caffeine and hitting the snooze
button more times than I can remember.

Esha Sharma 

Mohini Gautam 

Jinish Varaiya

Farhan Khan

Arpita Khot

Ronit Jhaveri

I came, I saw, i went back to RST.

Run To The Rescue With Love And
Peace Will Follow

the most valuable thing I gained
from this college is my USA visa

Shreeshailya PatilDhruvin H Barot

Sahil Bane

Suyash Sambhaji Kulaye

Nishal Save

Drishti Agrawal

Hardik Prajapati

Reyhaan Binny

Emmanuel Vazathra

"Kuch Inspirational likh de"
~Mom

Dhruv Kamlesh Pednekar
We only regret the chances we
didnt take

..........Mai mai pucha!!!

College has seen my hair length change
more times than the number of times they
have seen me sit for an 8:45am lecture.

Shoot for the moon; if you
miss you will die in space,
which is cool.

I know they say that money talks,
but all mine says is 8Goodbye.9

The Magic that you are looking for
is in the Work that you are Avoiding.
Persevere until you achieve it! 

"Four years of coding, caffeine,
and occasional existential crisis
. Wouldn't trade it for anything." 

These past 4 years have been the
perfect blend of me loosing my
sanity and having the time of my life…

kon kon pucha.......



Akash Agre
Living for the laughs and loving
every moment.

Vishal Jaiswal

Jeroy Joseph Rodrigues 

Mahender Choudhary

David Jennicson

Shubham Soni Nath

Rhea Coutinho 

Yashraj Malani

Kaushik Nakashe

Piyush Ram Kasle

Lionel Castelino

Yukta Wagh

Aayush Juhukar

Anika Makhija

Satwik Shetty

Mrinmayi Prabhughate

Ajay Iyer

Malcolm James Pereira

Be formless, be shapeless, be
like water, my friend.

Fun Is Ever ! 

Need More Serotonin

Live like a camera: focus on good,
capture on good times,develop from
negatives, and do take another shot !

Every next level of your life will
demand a different you. Are you
ready??

Be the change you wish to see in
the world

Four years of college adventures,
turning caffeine into code and
dreams into reality."

Me and my prom date (UwU
bolri ha)

Guys its pronounced as
MAL+KUHM, not MAAL+KUM 

Meet you'll on the other side

Can9t cook a one liner, cuz I
just baked 

"Sometimes I'll start a sentence and I don't
even know where it's going. I just hope I
find it along the way. - Michael Scott"

Sab kuch dhundla hai dhundla
hai ;)

 I told my computer I needed a
break, it gave me a 404 error

Actions speak louder than
words.

My college major should have
been 'Crisis Management.

�व�ला! को+,ा झ�डा घेऊ हा,ी ?

Yash Milind Thorat Ritesh Khandekar
"Kaash engineering ki hoti" Life is full of endless possibilities;

don't simply strive for success or
fear failure - Explore your world!



BE AI&DS



<Wellborn: A name rooted in
strength, destined for
greatness.=

WELLBORN BAR
per aspera ad astra
NATHON SELVAM

ELVIS ALLWYN DODTI GRACE PEREIRA
<welcome to the real world.
it sucks. you are gonna love it

BHAVIKA SALVI CHRISTINA KAPPIYANKAL

SHRIANSH JENA     RHEA BHALEKAR     

AMEY MANAGUTE       SONYA FERNANDES    

MEET SATRA    AAKASH SHASHIKANT LOPE

JACE JOSEPH TUSCANO    ALISHA WILSON DBRITTO   

MOHIT PANSARE     DERICK GODINHO    

SHREYAS KENI    PRATHAM MAHAJAN

if i was half as good as i was, i9m
still twice as good as you9ll ever
be 

tragedy mein comedy And I knew exactly what to do.
But in a much more real sense, I
had no idea what to do.

living the college dream:
perpetually tired, but always
inspired.

people: so its a hardware
project, will you... me : yesss!!!
(with a grin obviously)

11.59 google classroom :) beauty, brains, and boundless
innovation- she engineers her
destiny with confidence.

while others play politics, i play
guitar and win hackathons.

the individual responsible for devising
this department9s acronym must be even
more creative than griffith!

suddenly at some moments in our lives
we understand that we no longer are the
actors, but the spectators.

sometimes you will never know
the value of a moment until it
has become a memory.

hogwarts rejected me but i
still became a wizrd... the date
wizard :)

completed the longest most
useless tutorial yet.

persist until success, don9t
cease trying

Forging my own code with a smirk
so that I don't walk off the stage
into the world of unemployment.

https://drive.google.com/open?id=11BNk_AhTWfLxaTQoXWCM5D7hF8XxAuZt


i9m usually not one for speeches,       
so goodbye

TRISHA NAGARKATTE            
he should be like my fav food
utappa, flat, crunchy and also
sweet 

KETAKI SARODE

AIDEN SAMUEL       JERRY DBRITTO       

JACOB SURESH MIRE      SNOVY SUNIL DBRITTO      

MOEEZ SHAIKH       SANVI POKLE         

ARON MENEZES SHREEHARI REVANKAR    

SIA VIJI PUTHUSSERI       SAHIL BODKHE       

CLIFF SUHAS LOOES       PRATHAM KAMBLI        

SAKSHEE PATIL      EDRYN SHAJAN EAZHAKADAN     

RACHEL VAZ       ARCHANA RAJESHWAR       

i don9t wish i was beyonce.
beyonce wishes she was me.

wow adi! tou9re so smart.

the 8h9 in engineering stands for
happiness.

yup, that went by quickly 

sab dimag ka khel hai ..aur dimag se khelna muje
pasand hai

fluorine, uranium, carbon, potassium,
yttrium, oxygen, uranium, sulphur,
uranium, carbon, potassium, erbium,
sulphur

life moves pretty fast. if you don9t
stop and look around once in a
while, you could miss it.

i had to put my grades up for
adoption because i couldn9t raise
them

hobbies :- printing chits

i had more dreams in lectures
than in my bed

the office, season 7, episode 19,
minute 14:45

be who you are and say what you feel,
because those who mind don9t matter
and those who matter don9t mind.

you got it dude!

a jack of all trades is a master
of none, but oftentimes better
than a master of one.

life is like a camera; its all about the
perspective and focus, but sometimes,
a little blur adds character :)



if you can9t convince, confuse!
ALDREAN RAJESH RODRIGUES

<cheers to the moments we will
never forget and to the dreams
we9re yet to chase.=

RACHANA CHAVAN

LYNESHIA CORREA        OMKAR ANABATHULA    

NAYONICA SHERLIN       LIVIYA FERNANDES      

ADELARD DCUNHA     NIMISH NANDANWAR     

LEMMIE STEPHEN CARVALHO      SMITH BERNAD TUSCANO       

KINJAL BAGAL        DARREN D’SILVA        

SHUBHAM GAWRI ANDRE ISAAC NAZARETH        

ARDEN MENDONCA         

here9s to not knowing what i9m
doing with the rest of my life!

i just used to crastinate, but i
got so good i became pro! :d 

"My superpower? Attracting
awkward situations like a magnet,
with a side of comedic timing

if noone comes from the future to
stop tou from doing it, how bad
of a decision can it really be?

a digital craftsman trying to be
an analog nomad.

life9s too short to blend in.
stand out like a unicorn in a
field of horses

there is joy in the little things

long story short, i survived. this
better be worth it :)

life ain9t a straight shot, partner.
it9s about the detours, the
choices. make 8em count.

"Next Sem Phodenge..." is how i
survived 

the best way to predict the future is not
by planning it, envisioning it, or hoping
for it, but by using machine learning, ofc 

<idc=

"Perhaps labeled Mommy's favourite, maybe a
tad spoiled, but don't overlook me. This
princess shines both on the field and in the
classroom."

UTKARSH GUPTA
Just finished my 16 year sentence.

SIDDHARTH SAMANDAR
i ain't jewish but this drip isreal 



BE MECH



OWEN EDWIN BARBOSEN
I used to have a handle on life,
but then it broke.

SAMEEKSHA NAIK 
It is what it is

DNYANESHWARI PRAVIN SHINDE 
If you have Warri, 
no need to Worry �

YAYATI NAKHATE 

OM KODTE 

PETER CEASAR D'SOUZA 

VAISHNAVI MANE 

ASIYA SHAIKH

CHIRAG JADHAV 

BISHNU SHRESTHA

SANDRA THAYYIL

SIDDHESH TATOBA KHARAT 

SANAT PEDNEKAR

NEEL MAHENDRA MANKAME

SRIPAD KARTHA 

ALISHA MENEZES

I don't know what to write here

Keep some room in your heart 
for the unimaginable.

Be yourself. So that the people
looking for you can find you.

Smile, it's a free therapy! �

Face of a saint , and so the lie
remained

Yea I'm the guy who wears green
cargos everyday

ghar jaana hai yaar

Our Seaview is majestic. 
High tides and good vibes.

The only thing I learned here
was how to build RC aircrafts 

Girl boss nahi… 
Girl bass ho gaya…

Nothing is more important than
sleep « .

/.ा /.ा �: /.��/ �ला�0-�=�, -ा0, m
अ�/I�ा0./.��/ ,.ा�.ा0ं 9Kजा�/:.् n
प�0�ा+ा/ 9ा/J0ां �=0ा>ा/ च ��कK ,ा.् m
/.�9ं�ाप0ा-ा�/ 9�=ा�. /Iगे /Iगे n

I'm here so the lecs aren't,
you're welcome ;)



MOHD SAQUEEB KUDROLI 
Your talent belongs to you
and weirdly your reputation
belongs to this world.

SIDDHI MORE

Survived the pandemic and the
syllabus!

RAGHAV RAWAT 
My love life? It's like my code
– a work in progress, but still
somehow compiling.

"Never put off till tomorrow
what you can do the day after
tomorrow just as well"

Irony is when your name is
Pratham, but you never come
first. 

TEJAS SHANTARAM MAHANGADE

PRATHAM SONAWANE

SACHIDANAND RAVINDRA HALHALLI

SHWETA YADAV 

DHRUV DAS

Chall ab tu bhi party de!!

None of my assignments are
done but i sure am. 

Haste haste katt gaye ratse!

TEJAS CHANDRAKANT SHIRKE

DHRUVI PANCHAL

Anthony benno nangani

HARSHVARDHAN TRIVEDI 

KEITH MENDONCA 

SHAUNAK AITAL

AKHIL KUMAR TAILOR

Gatekeeping my one-liner ;)

Bhai next sem faad denge 

One bt at a time

Learning and getting involved 

It's all good 

Go Miners..!

Optimistic soul, always finding
joy in life's simple pleasures.

ANTHONY BENNO NANGANI

MONISH BHALERAO 
Keep smiling:)



Be the moon, light to
someone's night !!

KUNAL KORE 

MANSI SUBHASH KOCHAREKAR 
Shalalallaaaaaaaaaa

NEELA NAIK 

"Do more things that make you
forget to check your phone."

AINESH
"God knew I’d be too
powerful if I had the patience
to study.

Hasta la vista, baby
ALROY DMONTE 

SIDDHARTH NAIR

SHREYAS PHONDKE

Anthony benno nangani

I never get tired of blue sky 

Covenant- A Bond, A Pledge , A
Commitment !

Don’t give up on your dreams.
Keep sleeping 

SHANAL MICHAEL RODRIGUES 

They said/say I had a boat load of
kts,well blame it on the name,
anyways a Noah-ble addition to the
class of Mech 2024y

NOAH MATTHEW 



TEACHING STAFF



NON - TEACHING STAFF



ANNUAL REPORTS
2023-24



Year 2022-2023- 3.5 Star
Certificate

IIC FrCRCE Team Participation at
IIC REGIONAL MEET

Participation of teams (shortlisted in Yukti Innovation Challenge
YIC) presenting their ideas at IIC REGIONAL MEET on 6th February

2024 at Pillai HOC College Of Engineering & Technology

GDA Studios team leaded by Santo Sunny- developing innovative
educational products shortlisted through Yukti Innovation

Challenge

Vision of IIC established at the Institute    
<Moulding Engineers Who Can Build The Nation=

Mission of IIC established at the Institute
To Facilitate a platform for innovative minds to transform their ideas into viable business propositions to start a
business venture.

IIC - FRCRCE

Journey of IIC established at the
Institute:
IIC-FrCRCE is established in November
2018 with objectives to create a vibrant
local innovation ecosystem to develop
innovative mindset and nurture the
innovative ideas of technology students by
providing support for start-up mechanism.
The IIC-FrCRCE team is formed
comprising the members from all
departments along with startup cell, E-
cell, IPR cell, Internship cell coordinators
and technical and non-technical student
councils. In continuation with IIC
activities, our Institute has joined the
Campaign of implementing National
Innovation and Startup Policy (NISP) in
Higher Educational Institutions (HEI)
initiated by MoE Innovation Cell in June
2020. 

Smart India Hackathon (SIH) – Total 52 teams participated in the internal hackathon guided by 15 judges, our Alumni with
industry experience on 16th September 2023. Total 6 teams are selected at final SIH2023 and 3 teams won the prizes.



IIC - FRCRCE
Tinkering Lab Activites- Organized Innovation and Entrepreneurship Outreach Program in Schools

AI Tools and Technologies (Hansraj Moraji Public School)

Innovations with Drone and UAV Fr.
Agnel Asram Technical School

Bandra

In the academic year 2023-2024,
the sixth iteration of IIC–Fr.CRCE
saw a dynamic array of innovation,
startup, entrepreneurship, and
IPR-focused initiatives unfold
within the college. These initiatives
encompassed a diverse range of
activities, including workshops,
boot camps, seminars, hackathons,
idea competitions, and engaging
success stories and interactions
with seasoned professionals and
alumni entrepreneurs. These
endeavors were organized in
collaboration with various
technical councils, fostering a rich
ecosystem of innovation and
creativity within the college.

The activities were categorized
into four distinct types: MIC
Driven, IIC Driven, Self-Driven,
and Celebration. Each category
played a crucial role in nurturing
entrepreneurial spirit, fosteringinnovative thinking, and celebrating achievements within the college community. Through these multifaceted

endeavors, students were empowered to explore their entrepreneurial potential, develop valuable skills, and
contribute meaningfully to the innovation landscape.

Five Pre-Incubation Units have been
established within the institute,
providing dedicated spaces for students
to collaborate and develop their
entrepreneurial ideas. These units offer
a conducive environment equipped with
several different resources and guided
mentorship to nurture innovative
projects towards  fruition.



Tinkering Lab Activites- Organized Innovation and Entrepreneurship Outreach Program in Schools

AI Tools and Technologies (Hansraj Moraji Public School)

Innovations with Drone and UAV
Fr. Agnel Asram Technical School

Bandra

70 Teams
Participated

10 Teams 08 Teams Scheduled Date: in
July

IIC-FrCRCE, in
association with E-Cell,
organized an institute-
level Idea competition in
four phases, igniting a
spirit of innovation and
entrepreneurship among
students from all
academic level. The
competition inspired a
diverse array of creative
solutions from students
across various academic
tiers and disciplines. It
elicited a plethora of
inventive proposals

Year / Branch Title of the Idea

SE Comps IOT based baggage tracker and tracker App

TE Comps SmartWaste+: An Intelligent Waste Management and Rewarding System

TE ECS Graphical password authentication system

TE Mech Mecanum Wheel Car Manufacturing

TE Mech EV Conversion Kit

BE AI & DS Trendify: Your Virtual Dressing Room

BE Mech Electricity from Plant Derivatives

BE Mech Personal AI Trainer using Smart Mirror and Raspberry - Pi

IIC - FRCRCE



IIC-FrCRCE nominated faculty for Innovation Ambassador training and 19 faculty members have
nominated and 14 faculty members completed to take part in Innovation Ambassador Training
Series.

Institute Innovation Council (IIC - Fr. CRCE)
2023-24

IIC - FRCRCE



STUDENTS’ COUNCIL
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EDITORIAL REPORT

Special appreciation is
extended to Fr. Valerian
Dsouza, Director; Fr.
Trevor Pereira, Assistant
Director; Dr. Surendra
Singh Rathore, Principal;
and Prof. DSS Sudhakar,
Dean of Students' Welfare,
for their invaluable support
and guidance.

The entire Students'
Council 2023-24 deserves
sincere appreciation for
their unwavering support
throughout these
endeavors. A special
mention is reserved for the
Junior Council, whose
exceptional efforts not only
ensured the seamless
execution of the first event
of the year but has
contributed significantly in
shaping the vision for
FragMag.

As we move forward,
guided by the commitment
and vision of many, we
embark on a journey where
every word resonates with
purpose and every page
tells a story worth telling.
There lies the promise of a
future where creativity
knows no bounds.

In a fiercely competitive showdown that gripped the audience with anticipation,
Team CMD25 from Rizvi Law College emerged as the triumphant victors,
clinching the prestigious title at CRMD 2023. Their exceptional performance
and unwavering determination propelled them to the forefront of the
competition, earning them well-deserved recognition.

As the dust settled and the cheers subsided, a profound sense of gratitude
enveloped the atmosphere, extending to all who contributed to the success of
CRMD 2023. Among them, Dr. Joseph Rodrigues, the CRMD coordinator in
charge, stood out for his tireless efforts and unwavering support throughout the
event's planning and execution. His guidance, dedication, and commitment
played a pivotal role in ensuring the smooth conduct of the debate, leaving an
indelible mark on the participants and attendees alike.

"In the symphony of life, let your words be the melody that resonates with
hearts and minds.=

The 25th anniversary celebration of our flagship event, the Conceicao
Rodrigues Memorial Debate (CRMD), held from October 6th to 7th, 2023, was a
proud moment for us. The theme, "Sustainable Coalescence: A Socio-Economic
Odyssey," beautifully encapsulated our quarter-century journey of fostering
critical thinking and meaningful discourse.

The competition attracted 32 highly accomplished teams, each eager to
showcase their debating skills and vie for top honors along with the winning
cash prize of Rs. 40,000. Our esteemed panel of judges, representing diverse
fields of expertise, played a pivotal role in evaluating the arguments presented
by the participating teams. Their insightful feedback not only contributed to the
fairness of the competition but also provided valuable learning opportunities for
the debaters. The dedication and expertise of our judges added immense value
to the event, enriching the overall experience for all involved.

FragMag, the college magazine of Fr. Conceicao Rodrigues College of
Engineering, is set to release its annual edition on April 16th, 2024. Guided
by Dr. Jagruti Save, the FragMag coordinator in charge, the chosen theme,
"Wabi Sabi: Perfection in Imperfection," celebrates finding beauty in life's
flaws. Get ready for an inspiring reading experience as the magazine hits
the shelves.

Riya Jaison
Editorial Secretary
Students’ Council 2023-24



Participation in sports was
always aimed at bringing
benefits. The dedication
that went in  thoroughly
enjoying the event and
giving a fair chance to
each class to battle it out
for the coveted Sports
Trophy proved to be the
most challenging. But with
countless suggestions from
the students and the
endless support given to
us during the time of
preparations, every event
concluded smoothly, with
the Boys Sports Trophy
going to BE ECS and Girls
Sports Trophy to SE
COMPS A

We extend sincere thanks
to the Dean of Student
Welfare, D.S.S. Sudhakar,
and our Sports
coordinators Dr. Dileep
Chandra and Dr Dipak
Bauskar for guiding us
throughout this year. We
also thank Prof. Gajendra
Singh and Prof. Dipali
Bhise for their consistent
support. A special
appreciation goes to our
PR Head: Grace Antony,
Marketing Head: Sanika
Thakur, Design Head:
Shreya Katkar, and the
Treasurer: Ashton Serrao,
for their contributions in
executing all our events.
Furthermore, we express
heartfelt gratitude to the
tireless efforts of the
entire Students’ Council,
who dedicated themselves
wholeheartedly to Sports
23-24 

<One man practicing sportsmanship is far better than 50 preaching it.=

At Fr. Conceicao Rodrigues College of Engineering, the Students' Council is all
about celebrating  the joy of sports and staying active together. We're not just
known for it– we live and breathe it! This year, we've pulled out all the stops to
organize sports events, tournaments, and competitions that have brought our
campus to life with energy and excitement. From the cheers the field. on the
cricket field to the friendly banter on the football pitch, from the intense rallies
in table tennis to the swift shuttlecocks in badminton, we've covered it all. And
through it all, we've seen friendships form, teamwork thrive, and spirits soar.
We're not just promoting sports– we're building a community where everyone
feels included and empowered to shine, both on and off field.

The sports journey of the
academic year 2023-2024
commenced in September with
ardent zeal as tournaments in
Table Tennis, Chess, and
Carrom set the stage. The SE
classes made a striking debut in
the Intra tournaments , while
the BE classes made their
comeback in the Intra
Badminton tournaments held in
Andheri Sports Complex

In October, the Intra Rink Football tournaments took place for both boys and
girls, where passionate football enthusiasts engaged in intense competition on
the Fr CRCE court. BE COMPSA won Boys Rink and SE COMPS A won Girls
Rink

The culmination of five intra-events marked the end of the odd semester.
Students eagerly anticipated the sporting events that the upcoming even
semester had in store

January brought forth the much-awaited annual sports festival, Athlos, hosting
an array of sports including Ground Football, Rink Football, and indoor
favorites like Chess, Carrom, and Table Tennis. With participation from over
30 colleges, Athlos was a resounding success, a testament to meticulous
planning and spirited competition

Additionally, January saw enthusiastic participation in Ground Cricket for boys
and Throwball for girls. SE COMPSA secured first position in throwball . The
excitement continued into February with the ground cricket finals, where BE
COMPSB won the trophy.

On this remarkable day, our beloved professors took to the cricket field in their
own tournament. Male teachers battled it out in a ground cricket tournament,
while female teachers competed in an equally thrilling box cricket tournament.
It was a fantastic opportunity for our faculty to showcase their cricketing skills
and enjoy some friendly competition

February marked the conclusion of intra-Athlead tournaments with ground
football. For the third time in a row, a second year class wins the ground
football trophy. The winner of ground football is SE COMPS A

Our final event for the academic year: Sports Day was conducted on 2nd of
March. The event commenced with various athletic events . Sports Day was
also a place for the FEs to showcase their talents for the very first time. We
also organized a 50-metre race and tug-of-war tournaments for our
professors

Leroy Pereira and Eden
Charles
Sports Secretaries
Students’ Council 2023-24

SPORTS REPORT



TECHNICAL REPORT
By fostering collaboration
and leadership, Crescendo
2024 aimed to inspire a
new generation of
innovators prepared to
navigate the complexities
of the technological
landscape. The technical
trophy for the year 2023-
24 was secured by BE
COMPS B, highlighting
their exceptional
performance and
achievement in the field.

As the Annual Crescendo
2024 unfolded, the event
promised to be a
celebration of ingenuity,
creativity, collaboration.
By embracing the theme of
"Matrix: The Technical
Realm of Glitches,"
participants  embarked on
a journey of discovery,
where every obstacle
became an opportunity for
innovation. The success of
the event hinged on the
enthusiastic participation
of students and guests, as
together, they explored
the limitless possibilities
of technology.

Crescendo 2024, the esteemed Inter-Collegiate Technical Festival hosted by
Fr. Conceicao Rodrigues College of Engineering, commenced with an
enlightening presentation by the Students' Council. The presentation unveiled
the festival's theme, "Matrix: The Technical Realm of Glitches," igniting
excitement for an exploration into the interconnected landscape of technology.

Inspired by Albert Einstein's
contemplation on the dynamic
between technology and
humanity, the theme "Matrix"
intricately captures the
multifaceted nature of technology
in contemporary era.
Encompassing diverse fields such
as computer science, robotics,
and mathematics, it reflects the
interconnectedness inherent in
modern technology. 

The report encapsulates the diverse range of events organized by various
councils within the college, contributing to the rich tapestry of Crescendo
2024. Crescendo encapsulated an array of events organized by various
engineering organizations, each aimed to showcase innovation, skill, and
creativity within the field. IIIE's Bid Build Contest challenged participants to
demonstrate their engineering prowess and problem-solving abilities. WIE's
Peer Pong fostered a friendly yet competitive environment, promoting
camaraderie and skill among participants. E-Cell's Formula Unicorn
encouraged innovation and entrepreneurship, fostering creative problem-
solving. ASME's Tech Triathlon tested participants' technical proficiency
across multiple disciplines, while Mozilla's Pixel Ease celebrated digital
creativity and artistry. CodeLabs' Code Runners showcased programming
prowess and problem-solving skills, and Mavericks' Drone Wiz Knowledge Jam
explored drone technology and its applications. GDA's Cartographer's Quest
challenged participants to navigate geographical data and mapping
technology, while ACM's Shark Tank provided a platform for budding
entrepreneurs to pitch their ideas. CSI's AI Deployer showcased
advancements in artificial intelligence and its real-world applications, and
IEEE's Dare to Race tested engineering prowess and creativity in vehicle
design. GDSC's Virtual Escape Room immersed participants in problem-
solving challenges within a virtual environment, while the Students' Council's
Robo Sumo offered a thrilling robotics competition. These events collectively
represented a diverse range of opportunities for participants to engage, learn,
and showcase their talents in the dynamic realm of engineering and
technology.

Vignesh Kombathula
Technical Secretary
Students’ Council 2023-24

Emphasis was laid on  
how glitches can be
transformative, offering
opportunities to grow
and innovate. The
participants were
encouraged to embrace
the challenges posed by
the theme, viewing them
as catalysts for
creativity. The College
also conducted the three
flagship events
organized by the
Students' Council, Fr.
CRCE, including the
Hackathon, Elexathon,
and Mechathon, each
spanning 24 hours and
inviting participation
from various colleges.



"Culture is the arts elevated to a set of beliefs." - Thomas Wolfe 

Imagine culture as a magnificent canvas, where each stroke of creativity and
hue of diversity intertwines to form a masterpiece of human expression.
Thomas Wolfe's profound words beckon us to explore this rich tapestry of
experiences, where artistry meets belief, and tradition dances with innovation.
In the symphony of our academic year 23-24, culture emerged as the guiding
melody, leading us through a labyrinth of discovery and enlightenment. Each
event became a brushstroke of creativity; every gathering was a celebration of
our shared beliefs and values. From the solemn inauguration of the Students’
Council to the jubilant crescendo of Euphoria, culture served as the vibrant
thread that wove our college community together. Insignia, the official
installation of the Students’ Council 23-24, unfolded in our college auditorium
on July 28, 2023. Dignitaries including our Principal, Director, Dean of
Students' Welfare, and Euphoria Incharge graced the occasion, emphasizing
leadership and service. The event commenced with inspiring remarks,
followed by the oath-taking ceremony of the newly elected council members.
Insignia symbolized not just the installation of a Students’ Council but the
birth of a new era of leadership and collaboration.

As the sun set, signalling
the end of the day, the
energy on the dance floor
soared. Adding to the
vibrancy of the event was
the theme
"Barbeinheimer," where
girls dressed as
Barbies and boys as
Oppenheimer,
transforming the venue
into a whimsical
playground of creativity
and imagination.

The fifth and final event,
our flagship cultural fest,
was none other than
Euphoria. Euphoria is the
pinnacle of our college's
cultural
calendar, a vibrant
celebration that brings
together students, faculty,
and dignitaries alike to
showcase the rich tapestry
of talents within
our college community.
This year's theme,
"Mirage: Beyond the
Facade," invited
participants to delve into
the realms of illusion and
reality, exploring the
hidden depths beyond
what meets the eye. The
theme encouraged
creativity, introspection,
and imagination,
inspiring participants to
craft performances,
exhibits, and activities
that transcended surface
appearances and delved
into deeper
meanings. The essence of
Euphoria lies not just in its
main events but also in the
buildup of excitement and
anticipation leading up to
the grand celebration. The
series of dress-up days
served as a precursor to
the main event, infusing
the campus with an
infectious energy and
fostering a sense of unity
among students.
Mismatched Day
encouraged individuals to
break free from
conventions and embrace
the unconventional, while
Bollywood Day allowed
participants to channel
their inner Bollywood
stars, Traditional Day
provided an opportunity
for students to pay
homage to their cultural
roots, Tropical Day
transported everyone to
paradisiacal landscapes, 

CULTURAL REPORT

The first stroke on this canvas
was Insignia, the official
installation of the Students’
Council 23-24, which unfolded
on the 28th of July 2023. Held
in the serene ambience of our
college auditorium, it served as
a beacon of leadership and
vision for the academic year
ahead. Dignitaries including
our Principal - Dr. Surendra
Singh Rathod, the Director-
Rev. Fr. Valerian D'Souza,
Dean of Students' Welfare -
D.S.S. Sudhakar, and 
Euphoria Incharge - Dr. Sapna Prabhu graced the occasion, adding
gravitas to the event. The newly elected members of the Students’ Council
stepped forward to take their oath of office. The culmination of Insignia,
marked by the exchange of congratulatory handshakes and warm
embraces, symbolised not just the installation of a Students’ Council but
the birth of a new era of leadership and collaboration.

The next vibrant stroke on our cultural canvas was Myriad, celebrated on
the 11th of August 2023. This event, held under the golden hues of dusk,
was a celebration of friendship and camaraderie. The campus buzzed with
excitement as students gathered to partake in the festivities. Myriad
featured a trio of engaging activities: Flip Tac Toe, Scavenger Hunt, and
Cup Chaos. Amidst the backdrop of swaying trees and lively chatter,
students revelled in the joy of togetherness. Laughter filled the air as
friendships were forged and
memories created.

The third event, the First-Year Induction, held on the 6th of September
2023, marked the dawn of a new journey for our freshmen. Set amidst the
tranquil ambience of the college auditorium, the induction unfolded with
fervent introductions from all student clubs and councils. Each group
presented their role in shaping the college community and elucidated the
rich tapestry of traditions and values that defined our culture. Through
these interactions, the freshmen gained invaluable insights into the
workings of our college community, fostering a deeper understanding and
appreciation for its dynamics.

The fourth event, the Fresher's Party, held on the 30th of September 2023,
unfolded under the radiant sun, creating a lively ambience for our
freshmen to mingle and connect at HEX, Andheri. Amidst the laughter and
chatter, the highlight of the event was the crowning of Mr. Fresher and
Ms. Fresher, adding an element of fun and friendly competition to the
festivities.



On the 13th of March (Traditional Day), amidst the festive revelry and
palpable excitement, the campus witnessed the unveiling of the theme
Mirage with great fanfare. To add to the festivities, the dynamic
combination of poster reveal, Dhol celebration and flash mob created an
electrifying ambience, marking the beginning of Euphoria 2024 in grand
style. On the 14th and 15th of March, Euphoria 2024 bloomed into a
bustling hive of creativity and cultural exploration, setting the stage for an
exhilarating array of events. The festivities kicked off with the inauguration
ceremony held in Samvaad, graced by esteemed dignitaries: Principal Dr.
Surendra Singh Rathod, Director Fr. Valerian D'Souza, Dean of Students'
Welfare D.S.S. Sudhakar, and Euphoria Incharge Dr. Sapna Prabhu.
Notably, Prof. Garima Tripathi and Prof. Dipali Koshti, the teachers
spearheading Euphoria, were acknowledged for their invaluable guidance
and support. With the official commencement, the campus transformed
into a vibrant canvas for artistic expression across various domains.
Euphoria 24 had 6 domains in total, from captivating performances in
Performing Arts to engaging activities in Personality, from thought-
provoking Literary compositions to adrenaline-pumping Sports, the Fine
Arts domain showcased intricate creations, while the Submission category
provided a platform for innovative posts. This marked the beginning of a
series of events that unfolded over two days.

The second day, 15th of March, dawned with events kicking off, signalling
the continuation of the vibrant cultural celebration that is Euphoria. All
domain events were in full swing, offering students a platform to showcase
their talents and passions. Then came the eagerly awaited flagship event,
after four years, we once again welcomed Band of Wars back to Euphoria.
Where intercollege bands took the stage, transforming the atmosphere into
that of a lively concert, much to the delight of the audience. The spotlight
shifted to the prize distribution ceremony for the Band of Wars
competition, a moment of recognition and encouragement for the
deserving winners, cheered on by an enthusiastic crowd. Band of Wars was
judged by Ms. Valencia Quinney, renowned for her captivating vocals and
dynamic stage presence, and Mr. Oswin Tellece, a seasoned veteran with
over 15 years of experience in the music industry, elevating the
competition to new heights of excellence. Following this, commenced the
newly introduced event, Director's Cut, a replacement for the traditional
Fashion Show. This innovative event, spearheaded by the Cultural
Secretary, showcased participants' cinematic talents as they enacted
movies in just 10 minutes. Director’s Cut was judged by Mr. Sujoy, a
filmmaker & storyteller whose philosophical reels have resonated with over
42k people. Dignitaries gracing this event included the Director Fr.
Valerian D'Souza, Brother Edison Pereira, Dean of Students' Welfare D.S.S.
Sudhakar, and Euphoria Incharge Dr. Sapna Prabhu, along with the
teachers in charge Prof. Dipali Koshti and Prof. Garima Tripathi, and the
enthusiastic faculty members who thoroughly enjoyed the spectacle. The
evening concluded with a grand prize distribution
ceremony, marking the culmination of yet another remarkable day of
Euphoria.

Following the conclusion of the flagship events, attention turned to the
eagerly anticipated Mr. and Ms. CRCE, dedicated exclusively to the BE
students, on the 18th of March. This prestigious competition, a celebration
of beauty, talent, and charisma, took centre stage, captivating the audience
with its charm and elegance. In the run-up to the final stage, five boys and
five girls from the BEs were carefully shortlisted, each vying for the
coveted titles of Mr. and Ms. CRCE. 

The grand finale of Euphoria unfolded on the 18th of March and was held
at Prabodhan Thackrey Natya Mandir- Borivali, the energy on campus
soared to its peak as participants, organisers, and attendees alike eagerly
awaited the culmination of weeks of hard work and dedication. The
Auditorium Day, marked by the spectacular performances of the flagship
event <Impulse". Segmented into themes, each year group showcased their
creativity and prowess, from the "Folklore Fiesta" of the first years to the
captivating 

while Retro Day brought back nostalgic vibes with its throwback to bygone
eras.

Illusion Fusion" of the
second years, and the
nostalgic "Echoes Across
Time" of the third years,
and the theme-based
extravaganza of the fourth
years, <Dreamscape". This
year marked a significant
departure from previous
editions, as every year
group's best performers or
winners were honoured
with a trophy for their
outstanding contributions
in their respective
domains. The Cultural
Trophy symbolized the
unity and collaboration
that defined Euphoria
2024, reflected the spirit
of camaraderie of the
event. Amidst the reverent
atmosphere following the
felicitation of the Student
Council 22-23 by
esteemed dignitaries, Rev.
Fr. Valerian D'Souza and
Asst. Director Fr. Trevor
Pereira. The Student
Council 22-23 were given
a memento as a token of
appreciation for their
contribution to the
college.

I express gratitude to our
esteemed Director, Fr.
Valerian D'Souza,
Assistant Director, Fr.
Trevor Pereira, and
Principal, Dr. Surendra
Singh Rathod, for their
support. Special
acknowledgment extends
to D.S.S Sudhakar, Dr.
Sapna Prabhu, Prof.
Garima Tripathi, Prof.
Dipali Koshti. Profound
appreciation is extended
to the dedicated members
of the Students' Council
for their unwavering
dedication in curating
memorable experiences.

As we part ways, let's
carry forward the bonds
forged, the challenges
overcome, and the growth
experienced, knowing that
the echoes of
our shared moments will
forever resonate in our
hearts.

CULTURAL REPORT

Mugdha Zope
Cultural Secretary
Students’ Council 2023-24



TECHNICAL TEAMS’
REPORTS



Team Abadha CRCE, established in 2012, has been at the forefront of
engineering innovation for the past decade. We participate in National Level
Competition like BAJA SAEINDIA  and ATVC and over 88 Teams participate
from All over India. We had originally focused on Internal Combustion Engine
technology, but later on out team successfully transitioned to Electric Vehicles
in 2021, marking a significant milestone in its journey. This was the second year
of our participating in E-Baja 2023 and as we navigated through challenges and
triumphs, we gained a wealth of new experiences that will undoubtedly shape
our path forward. 

The following are the achievements in the 2022-23 -
Baja SAE India

      Sales Presentation: AIR 20th (3rd in all over Mumbai)
      Design Presentation: AIR19th (2nd in all over Mumbai)
      Overall Rank: 30th

Team Abadha
2023-24

This year 2023-24 holds the promise of new challenges and fresh milestones.
We embark on this journey with the knowledge gained from our past
endeavors. So this year we have made new Roll cage and also made new
Arms for better control and stability. We have also been working hard to
improve on few small errors that were spotted last year . Also we have
successfully accomplished in inserting the CVT (Control Variable
Transmission). About the Competition’s Achievements, there are 3 Phases in
BAJA SAEINDIA competition we have successfully aced in the First two
Virtual Static Phases where we had to give Presentations. We are looking
forward for On-site Event which is the 3rd Phase of the Competition. 
 

Achievements in 2023-24:
Baja SAE India

      Sales Presentation: AIR 6th 
      Design Presentation: AIR 20th 
      CAE Presentation: AIR 5th 
      Overall Rank: AIR 20th

As our On-site Competition approaches, our anticipation builds, and the
excitement within the team is palpable. We are ready to embrace the
challenges, learn from the experiences, and emerge victorious. 

BETTER STRONGER FASTER

TEAM ABADHA



We are Team CRCE Formula Racing Electric, a technical team from Fr.
Conceicao Rodrigues of College of Engineering, Bandra, that designs and
manufactures a Formula Student race car and competes in national
competitions like Formula Bharat and Formula Imperial. Every member enters
this team as an individual filled with enthusiasm and passion, building their
knowledge. The season of 2023-24 was filled with many challenges be it a
technical problem or meeting deadlines that demanded an individual to be a
problem solver and a creative thinker at the same time moulding oneself into
an ideal engineer. For this season, we competed with our car as a second year
electric vehicle, achieving an overall All India Rank 4 as well as being the
winners of the Engineering Design Presentation Event in Formula Imperial
held at Buddh International Circuit, Greater Noida and an overall All India
Rank 11 in Formula Bharat Competition held at Kari Motor Speedway,
Coimbatore. These competitions bring ample opportunities of interaction with
engineers from all over India, also students get an exposure to bundles of
knowledge and Team CFR acts as a door to these opportunities. The aim of our
season is to build a running, rule compliant electric race car which is
performance oriented. Being a part of Team CFR, we also get experiences of
the corporate world while dealing with events of business, involving market
exposure. 

CRCE Formula Racing (CFR)
2023-24

TEAM CFR

Our car Genesis 2.0, built by
our hardworking and
diligent team and their
immense efforts and
dedication towards the team
throughout the year. By the
end of the season, we feel
proud of ourselves for
contributing to a technical
team that competes at such
a great level. It is
overwhelming to see this
team rise to such heights
but this is just the beginning
of another journey to the
top.



The BE ECS team secured
first place, earning 1000
INR, while the TE ECS
team followed closely,
winning 600 INR.
Participants demonstrated
exceptional time
management and a range
of skills, including
problem-solving and
communication.

Overall, the event fostered
a collaborative learning
environment, providing a
platform for drone
enthusiasts to connect and
explore unmanned aerial
vehicles.

The event concluded as a
resounding success,
leaving participants
inspired and enthusiastic
for future drone-related
endeavors. Team
Mavericks UAS CRCE
deserves commendation
for orchestrating this
engaging and educational
event, undoubtedly
contributing to the growth
and awareness of drone
technology within the
CRCE community.

SAE AEROTHON 2023:
Team Mavericks UAS
participated in SAE
AeroTHON 2023, creating
a report and PowerPoint
presentation presented in
Bangalore. They achieved
the 48th rank out of 80
nationwide teams.

A SEMINAR ON
INTRODUCTION TO
DRONES AND UAVS:
Led by Team Captain Ms.
Shalaka Vengurlekar, the
seminar on "Introduction
to Drones and UAVs"
engaged 8th-grade
students in a multifaceted
exploration of drone
technology.

The session, divided into
three sections, began with
nostalgic references to
drones in popular films,
capturing the students'
attention. Mr. Andre John
elaborated on drone
classification, while Ms.
Nicole Mascarenhas
provided insights into
drone systems.

Team Mavericks UAS
2023-24

TEAM MAVERICKS

Interactive quizzes led by Ms. Brita Nadar and Ms. Becky Nadar and
demonstrations of drone components by Team Mavericks UAS further
enriched the learning experience. Ms. Lynn Dsa discussed drone frames, and
Ms. Manasvi Patil and Ms. Seema Yadav introduced autonomy and machine
learning.

The seminar concluded with discussions on drone applications led by Mr. Vivek
Kumar, Mr. Vedant Goraksha, Mr. Amrit Fernandes, and Mr. Adithya Nair.

Outcome:
The seminar imparted fundamental knowledge of drones, fostering awareness
and enthusiasm among students for future exploration and innovation in drone
technology.

DRONE WIZ KNOWLEDGE JAM:
The Drone Wiz Knowledge Jam
2024, organized by Team Mavericks
UAS CRCE, was a tremendous
success, attracting participants from
various college branches eager to
showcase their drone expertise. The
event featured three rounds: easy-
level MCQs, medium-level
challenges, and a final round
presenting problem statements
related to drone technology. 



Established in 2012, Team Vaayushastra proudly represents Fr. Conceicao
Rodrigues College of Engineering in the esteemed SAE Aero Design
Competition. With a steadfast commitment to excellence, our team has
consistently showcased prowess and innovation on the global stage. Since our
inaugural participation in 2013, we have continuously excelled in the advanced
class of the competition, securing top positions among international
contenders. Our unwavering dedication is epitomized by our team's mantra:
Dream. Build. Fly.

Team Vaayushastra
2023-24

VAAYUSHASTRA

Comprising exclusively of undergraduate students whose passion, aptitude,
and drive align with the competition's rigors, Team Vaayushastra specializes in
the design and construction of cutting-edge unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs).
Our focus lies in crafting aircraft optimized to fulfill mission objectives with
unparalleled efficiency. To achieve this, our team operates through four
specialized sub-departments:

Design & Modelling Department: Responsible for the meticulous design,
modeling, simulation, and fabrication of aircraft, ensuring our creations
remain competitive amidst global counterparts.
DAS Department: Oversees the integration of various propulsion and
maneuvering systems, as well as vital data acquisition functionalities such
as altitude, velocity, and First Person View (FPV).
GUI Department: Develops the intricate computer logic and codes essential
for the seamless operation of our aircraft, employing Graphical User
Interface (GUI) technologies to enhance user interaction and control.
Media and Marketing Department: Manages all aspects of media presence,
financial operations, and stakeholder communications. This department
plays a pivotal role in securing partnerships and investments vital for our
success.

Our current challenge, presented in the Advanced Class of the competition,
revolves around combating wildfire situations. We aim to maximize water-
carrying capacity while adhering to strict weight restrictions for an
autonomous delivery aircraft weighing under 450 grams. We have developed a
Ground Transport Vehicle (GTV) to swiftly transport water to any location as
per mission requirements.

In the previous year, we
participated in all rounds
of the SAE AeroDesign
West held in Lakeland,
Florida, USA. Our
performance was
commendable, culminating
in an impressive overall
rank of 11th globally.

The manufacturing phase
for the current year's
aircraft commenced in
December 2023, with
significant progress
achieved by February
2024. Subsequent months
were dedicated to rigorous
flight testing and
rectification of any
encountered issues. We
successfully submitted our
Design Report on March
3rd, 2024, followed by
participation in the Virtual
Presentation Round on
March 22nd, 2024, at SAE
AeroDesign East in Van
Nuys, California, USA.

While awaiting the results
of the competition, Team
Vaayushastra remains
poised to continue our
legacy of excellence and
innovation in the field of
aerospace engineering.



COUNCIL REPORTS



6.ENTREPRENEURSHIP
SKILLS AND BEHAVIOR
SEMINAR: 
A highly informative
seminar led by Professor
Sarika Davare aimed to
equip students with
essential skills to pitch
products, understand  the
principles of economics,
enhance interaction and
communication, contribute
to society, and embrace
entrepreneurship as a
career. The insights gained
on effective product
pitching, various different
foundational and economic
principles, interpersonal
skills, and entrepreneurial
mindset enriched students'
understanding. The session
and group activity further
reinforced these concepts,
inspiring students to
confidently pursue
entrepreneurial endeavors.

 

These events collectively
contribute to fostering
innovation and
entrepreneurship within
our college community,
enriching the skills and
knowledge of our
participants. We extend our
sincere gratitude to all
participants for their
enthusiastic engagement,
making these events a
resounding success. We
look forward to continuing
our commitment to
excellence in future
initiatives.

TAssociation of Computing Machinery at
Fr. Conceicao Rodrigues College of
Engineering (ACM CRCE) is delighted to
present an overview of our impactful
events throughout the academic year. 

1. LEAN STARTUP AND MINIMUM
VIABLE PRODUCT 
Introduction of lean startup methodology
and Minimum Viable Product (MVP)
concepts led by Professor Saurabh
Kulkarni. The event covered core
principles, real-world examples, and case
studies, fostering a flexible and customer-
driven culture among participants. The
lively Q&A session provided practical
advice, enriching the entrepreneurial
spirit among students. 

Association of Computing 
Machinery (ACM)
2023-24

ACM

2. ACHIEVING VALUE PROPOSITION FIT AND MARKET FIT
CONVERTING INNOVATION INTO STARTUP 
Professor Swati Ringe guided participants through practical design thinking
and real case studies to achieve Value Proposition Fit and Market Fit. The
event explored innovation, problem/solution fit, and aligning offerings with
market needs. Real case studies, including Nokia's journey, provided valuable
insights. The interactive Q&A session enhanced participants' understanding of
transforming innovative ideas into successful startups. 

3. WEBINAR ON DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION IN STARTUPS AND
BUSINESS 
Dr. Shilpa Khadelwal's webinar provided insights into digital transformation,
emphasizing cutting-edge technologies, key domains, and trends shaping the
future of business. Real case studies of companies like Amazon and Airbnb
showcased the challenges and successes of digital transformation. The event
concluded with an interactive Q&A, offering practical insights into thriving in
the digital age. 

4. SEMINAR ON GENERATIVE AI AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP 
Bilal Ahmed explored the intersection of artificial intelligence and
entrepreneurship, covering topics such as recurrent neural networks, image
generation, and the entrepreneurial aspects of Gen AI. The event delved into
various types of businesses leveraging General AI, showcasing the diversity of
applications. The Q&A session allowed participants to engage deeper into the
evolving landscape of AI-driven entrepreneurship. 

5. SHARK TANK CRCE EVENT: 
The "Shark Tank CRCE" event showcased the innovative prowess of students
at Fr. Conceicao Rodrigues College of Engineering. After an initial round of
idea pitching, the top 6 teams were selected to advance to the second round.
In this final round, the teams pitched their ideas to
esteemed investors,
including industry
professionals and
professors. The
event not only
provided a platform
for students to
showcase their
creativity but also
imparted valuable
lessons in
entrepreneurship
and business
acumen. 



Extending our reach
beyond the realm of
nostalgia, the Alumni
Association has remained
steadfast in its commitment
to supporting the dreams
and aspirations of our
current students. Through
the provision of
scholarships, we have
ensured that financial
constraints do not impede
the pursuit of quality
education, opening doors of
opportunity for those in
need and fostering an
environment where merit
and dedication are
celebrated.

As we reflect on the
milestones of the past year,
the Alumni Association of
CRCE stands resolute in its
mission to uplift spirits,
transform lives, and
nurture the next generation
of leaders. With
unwavering determination
and boundless optimism,
we eagerly anticipate the
unfolding chapters of our
collective journey,
confident in our ability to
create a lasting legacy of
excellence, camaraderie,
and unwavering support.

Fostering an unwavering bond that transcends time and distance, the Alumni
Association of CRCE stands as a testament to the enduring spirit of unity and
progress. Embodying the essence of our esteemed alma mater, the association
remains steadfastly committed to nurturing connections, extending support, and
inspiring greatness within our cherished community.

This year, our noble endeavors were propelled by the resounding success of the
'Finish What You Started' initiative, a beacon of hope and perseverance. With
open arms, we welcomed two esteemed alumni who seized the opportunity to
reignite their academic aspirations, embarking on a journey to reclaim their
dreams and attain the qualifications that had once eluded them. Their
unwavering determination serves as a powerful reminder of the transformative
power of education and the unbreakable resilience of the human spirit.

Alumni Cell
2023-24

ALUMNI CELL

Several alumni from the college, being former winners, were called to be judges
for round 1 of the Smart India Hackathon in the college, exemplifying our
alumni's continued involvement in fostering innovation and creativity among
current students.

The crowning jewel of our calendar was the Alumni Meet, held on January 6th,
2024. Commencing with the jubilant celebration of the silver jubilee of the
distinguished batch of 1998, the atmosphere was filled with nostalgia and
camaraderie as 32 revered alumni reunited to reminisce and rejoice in
cherished memories. The very halls that had once witnessed their triumphs and
trials echoed with laughter and shared stories, forging an unbreakable bond
that transcends the passage of time.

Subsequently, the Alumni Meet 2024 unfolded, drawing a formidable gathering
of approximately 150 alumni spanning various graduating years. Amidst
animated exchanges and shared experiences, the essence of our alma mater
reverberated, reaffirming the enduring bond that unites us all. It was a
celebration of our collective journey, a tapestry woven with threads of triumph,
resilience, and the unwavering pursuit of knowledge.



WEBINAR : 
Date : 12th April 2023 
Topic : F1 Motorsport 
Organised a webinar on F1 motorsport with Mr. Shubham Sangodkar who is a
Ex Aerodynamicist from Red Bull Racing. In this session following points were
covered : 

Journey from India to F1 and the lessons that Mr. Shubham learnt along his
13 years of work. 
The Aerodynamic Design cycle at an F1 team : 
From finding loopholes in the regulations to CFD,Wind Tunnel and Track
Testing. 
The different roles and opportunities available at  an F1 team for graduates
and what the teams expect !!

American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (ASME)
2023-24

ASME

LIVE PODCAST : 
Date : 1/04/2023 
Topic : Engineering the TESLA Experience 

Conducted a live podcast with Mr. Jeet Gupta who is Mechanical Design
engineer intern at TESLA. In this session some of the questions were asked
on pursuing a great career in Mechanical Engineering. 
The speaker of this session is Mr. Jeet Gupta. He has done undergrad from
VIT (Vellore) in Mechanical Engineering now he is an M.S. student of
Mechanical Engineering attending Purdue University, USA. He has secured
two internships at TESLA as well. 

SEMINAR : 
Date : 15/02/2023 
Topic : Supply Chain 4.0 
ASME CRCE has organised a seminar <Supply Chain 4.0= for the students on
the 15th of February 2023 at Seminar Hall. The speaker of this seminar was
Mr. Sujit Khakale. He is the Senior Manager of the Supply Chain at Galaxy
Surfactants Limited. 

Mr Sujit began the seminar by explaining how to define a goal. He then
explained the Input Process-Output journey of a product. He then started to
explain the basics of Supply
Chain Management and then went on to speak about Supply Chain 4.0 and
its use in the industry. He also gave the students an insight into the scope
of this field in the future. The speaker effectively conveyed all the points on
the topic through flowcharts and diagrams and made the session
interactive and interesting by giving real-life examples. 

LIVE PODCAST 
Topic- Humans on Mars 
Date-28th Oct 2023 

ASME CRCE conducted a live Podcast with Dr. Kshitij Mall who is working
as an Analog Astronaut in NASA. He is the Leader of Purdue Redusters
Team and if the Co-Founder of Aatmanirbhar Solutions. 
Dr. Kshitij began with the journey of becoming an Analog Astronaut. He
gave deep knowledge  about Space exploration and Mars mission. He
showed us the set that NASA has created which  resembles the conditions
and topography of Mars. Later on he cleared all the doubts of the people.
The event was a huge success with over 100 people joining it.



Codelabs CRCE is a
council that promotes
the interdisciplinary
nature of coding
amongst students,
irrespective of their
fields. It organizes
various technical and
non-technical events
for the same on an
intra-college level. The
council has provided
students with multiple
courses, free of cost
which would help their
skills.  Through its
inclusive approach and
diverse range of
offerings, Codelabs
CRCE fosters a vibrant
community of learners.

CodeLabs
2023-24

CODELABS
Unlock Creativity: 
Date: 23 January 2024 
Department: Computer
Engineering 
Description: A session
which was an hour long on
how to further expand your
creative vision and further
broaden your horizons for
innovation given by Kyle
D’souza.

Creating a product that
is a fit solution: 
Date: 8 February 2024 
Department: Computer
Engineering 
Description: A seminar on
creating a fit product which
was an hour long given by
Ankita Amburle. The
objective of the event was
to provide students with
insight on the steps
required to expand their
knowledge on the various
ways to market a product
and how one can effectively
start a startup based on a
successful product. 

Coderunners: 
Date: 22 February 2024 
Department: All branches 
Description: A technical
event in which students are
given a span of two hours
to solve 8 questions and
depending upon the
number of characters and
execution time, this
encourages students to
approach the problems
strategically and further
optimize their solutions to
the problems.

PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES: 2023-24 
Branding for Startups: 
Date: 25 August 2023 
Department: Computer Engineering 
Description: An hour long seminar on how to set up your own startup ideas and
how to brand them appropriately for the market given by Vaibhav Pardale, to
enlighten the minds of students about entrepreneurship and achieving success
by creating startup ideas. 

Algoholic 1.0: 
Date: 29th September 2023 
Department: All branches 
Description: A platform where one can use their favorite language and develop
awesome logical solutions to given problem statements. A 2 hours online event
with 6 problem statements for the first and second year students and 8 problem
statements for the third and final year students. The competition begins by
brushing up your logic in the first level, and takes your thinking abilities to the
next level until you reach the final one. 



Computer Society of India (CSI), CRCE is a council that works best to explore
the new trends and  technologies used in industries to the students at our
college. CSI-CRCE Student Chapter regularly  organizes workshops, seminars,
hackathons, and technical talks for the knowledge enrichment of students  and
users of IT apart from conducting development programs from professionals,
researchers and ensures  that all the students are provided with a strong
footing in the technical domain.  

Computer Society of India
(CSI)
2023-24

CSI

The council began the
academic year by
organizing a virtual
session on My Story –
Motivational Session  by
Successful Innovators on
September 08th 2023.
Mr. Avinash Gupta,
Founder of Powerzest
and Manager  of Prime
Shades, was the speaker
for the event. The
objective of the event
was to enlighten the
young  minds about
entrepreneurship skills
and start- ups.  

The next event by the council was Ideations - Artificial Intelligence which was
held on 18th January, 2024. It was an offline seminar with the aim of educating
students about the fascinating world of Artificial  Intelligence. Prof. Ashwini
Pansare, a distinguished faculty member of FRCRCE, was the speaker for the  
event. The primary goal of this event was to attain a deeper understanding of
AI, inspiring the next  generation of innovators, and preparing them for a
future where AI plays an increasingly pivotal role in  society.  

Next, CSI held another offline seminar called Design, Critical & Innovation
Thinking on 19th January, 2024,  the speaker for the event was Prof. Swati
Ringe. The primary objective of the event was to motivate and  empower
students to embrace deep, critical, and innovative thinking, with a specific
focus on the startup  ecosystem. 

An educative ATAL Tinkering
Lab Event on Artificial
Intelligence (AI) conducted by
CSICRCE with Mr.  Jonathan
Dabre and Soham Mane
leading the session on 9th
February, 2024 was held at
Hanraj Moraji  Public School
for 11th standard students,
providing valuable insights into
AI tools and technologies,  
proved to be an 
enlightening and engaging event. Through interactive demonstrations and
Q&A sessions,  students gained insights into how AI tools can streamline tasks,
enhance productivity, and facilitate  learning across different disciplines. 

The council organized the event 8AI Deployer9 for Crescendo 2024. Event was
held on 22nd February, 2024.

A total of 30 participants
comprising of 15 teams
participated in the event.
The event was of a single
round  in which the
participants had to build a
website by selecting a
problem statement and
create the best  front-end
using AI tools like
ChatGPT and Gemini. Mr.
Ivan Dsilva and Ms. Mahek
Intwala won first prize  of
Rs. 1000 and Mr. Joyvin
Mendonca and Alvin
Dsouza won second prize
of Rs.600. CSI is ever
ready and  open to every
mind in the institution,
thereby helping them
become industry ready.  

With a dedicated and
talented council, sincerest
efforts are made to ensure
that participants and
target  audiences are
always at the forefront
while planning an event. 



IDEA COMPETITION: LAUNCHING FUTURE BUSINESSES 
Phase 1 (August 10, 2023): 70 teams presented groundbreaking ideas
across various themes like healthcare, agriculture, and clean energy. A
distinguished panel of judges (including Dr. Jyoti Joglekar and Prof. Prasad
Joshi) evaluated concepts based on novelty, technology use, feasibility, and
market research. 10 teams advanced to Phase 2. 
Phase 2 (February 2, 2024): Teams presented their well-developed business
models, showcasing their entrepreneurial potential. Judges assessed
originality, technology integration, financial viability, and market research.
Selected teams progressed to the next phase. 
Phase 3 (April 5,2024): Seven teams showcased innovative concepts ranging
from sustainable energy to agriculture and healthcare. The judge, Mr. Shikhar
Sachdev, evaluated market research, financial viability, technological
integration, and uniqueness.

Entreupreneurship Cell (E-
Cell)
2023-24

E-CELL

ENGAGING WITH THE STARTUP ECOSYSTEM 
Smowcode Presentation (January 16, 2024): In collaboration with Mozilla
Campus Club CRCE, E-Cell hosted this seminar to introduce Smowcode, a
user-friendly coding platform designed to streamline software development for
startups. 146 students attended the event and learned about Smowcode's
features, benefits (increased efficiency, reduced development time), and its
potential impact on startups.
 
Crescendo 2024: Formula Unicorn (February 23, 2024): 
This business simulation event provided a taste of the startup world. Teams
participated in a strategic bidding round, acquiring companies and
demonstrating their business acumen. BE ECS and BE Comps A emerged as
the winners.

OVERALL IMPACT 
E-Cell's events played a
significant role in nurturing
the entrepreneurial spirit
among students. They
provided opportunities to: 

Develop problem-
solving skills through
competitions like Puzzle
Pursuit. 
Gain exposure to the
startup world through
events like Smowcode
Presentation and
Formula Unicorn. 
Refine business ideas
through competitions
like the Idea
Competition. 
Network with
professionals and peers. 

By offering these
experiences, E-Cell
empowered students to
become future innovators
and leaders in the business
world. 



Game Developers Association, we are a team of enthusiastic programmers,
game developers, science freaks and the tech-savvy brains and our mission is
to create and nurture game developers. Our Council lead is Blaise Gonsalves
and along with him Advait Thakur as Co-Lead.

The year 2023-2024 of Game Developers Association begin on 22 September
2023  with gaming tournament of Call of duty mobile and BGMI. The
tournament was in online mode. The tournament rocked as lot of participants
enjoyed it.

The second event took place on 4th October 2023 was a workshop based on
Unreal Engine and Blender at our seminar hall. We invited Santo Sunny from
BE ECS and Devendra Kumawat from TE AI&DS. Everyone was told to bring
their own laptops for the session with Unreal Engine and Blender installed in
it. 

GDA (Games Developers
Association)
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GDA

In the first half of the session Santo Sunny shared his experience in Game
Development and also gave brief explanation on Unreal Engine. At the
second half of the session Devendra Kumawat gave explanation on Blender
and as well as students had hands-on experience in blender. After the end of
the session Game Developers Association gifted stickers to the attendees and
as well as a quiz was taken.

In Crescendo 2024, we conducted Cartographer9s Quest on 23rd February
2024 at Digital Library. The event began at 12.00 pm by gathering the
participants. In the first half of the event we gathered 13 teams for the event
and in the other half of the event rest of the remaining teams. The task
provided to the participants was to build a map in blender. In this event
participants unlocked the power of 3D creation, Navigation objects,etc. From
mastering essential tools to unleashing creativity. Participants also explored
the world of Blender with hands-on tutorials, expert guidance, and
collaborative learning.

We have planned our upcoming event named Stratagem which is a Gamecon.
Gamecon is an techfest event where we see celebration of the evolving
landscape of gaming and technology.

GameCon TechFest is the
ultimate convergence of
innovation and
entertainment in the
gaming world. It is a
dynamic showcase of
cutting-edge gaming
technology, where the
latest software, and virtual
reality innovations take
center stage. Engaging
with industry experts
through immersive
workshops on game
development, covering
design, programming, and
storytelling. And also we
are planning gaming
tournaments after
Stratagem 2024.



Google Developers
Students9 Club
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GDSC
FUTURE FORGE - AUGUST 23RD, 2023:

Sponsored by Red Bull India, held at Samvaad.
Focused on introducing computer science concepts, featuring keynote
speeches, expert sessions on skill development and various aspects of
computer science, a Red Bull break for refreshment, networking
opportunities, and concluded with gratitude towards speakers and
attendees.

BIT N BUILD24 -
FEBRUARY 24TH -
25TH, 2024:

Unfolded in two
phases: internal
hackathons in
collaborating colleges
globally, followed by
the final hackathon at
Fr. Conceicao
Rodrigues College of
Engineering.
Maharashtra hosted a
regional hackathon
with 22 teams
shortlisted for the final
round, attracting a
total of 65 teams from
India and abroad,
emphasizing real-world
challenges in
Minecraft and
featuring expert
mentoring sessions for
comprehensive
evaluation, guidance.

GDSC showcased a
diverse array of
educational opportunities,
enriching the learning
experience for students
across various disciplines.

CODE CRAFTERS -
AUGUST 24TH, 2023:

Mr. Upmanyu Jha
addressed the event at
Samvaad, focusing on
Data Warehousing and
Mining (DWM), Python
programming, Data
Science, automation, and
Machine Learning.
Featured sessions on
Python programming, ML,
and Data Science,
providing TE Computer
Engineering students with
valuable insights and
guidance, culminating
with a vote of thanks for
the speaker and audience.

CHANDRAYAN - SEPTEMBER 4TH, 2023:
Provided students with insights into the Chandrayaan 3 mission and its
connection to computer technology and artificial intelligence.
Included Sangeeta Ma'am's lecture on space science, a paper plane
competition, PPT presentations, quizzes, and hands-on Python coding
sessions, combining space exploration excitement with practical
programming skills.

GDSC WEEKLYTHON 1.0 - OCTOBER 2ND, 2023:
A recurring hackathon series aimed at enhancing students' problem-
solving skills and familiarity with industry standards.
Consisted of weekly challenges from October 2 to October 22, 2023, with
participants registering starting September 27, 2023, and evaluated by
external judges.

KICKSTART WITH WEB DEV - OCTOBER 4TH, 2023:
An online session introducing first-year engineering students to web
development basics, covering HTML, CSS, and Bootstrap.
Featured speakers providing guidance, mentoring, and interactive sessions
to enhance participants' understanding and skills in web development.

POSTMAN PLAYBOOK - OCTOBER
25TH, 2023:

A two-day workshop introducing
first-year engineering students to
API basics and practical use with
Postman.
Covered API overview,
authentication, practical examples,
and structured project
management emphasis, aiming to
provide a solid foundation in API
concepts and hands-on Postman
skills.



IEEE – CRCE is a student
society of the IEEE which is
a global association of
professionals working
toward the development,
implementation and
maintenance of advance
technology. IEEE – CRCE
aims to inspire students
about this highly technical
global community through
its highly cited publications,
conference, technology
standards and professional
and educational activities.

IEEE X CRCE
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IEEE – CRCE started the academic year with a session on Perfect Pitch Deck
Presentation, the speaker of the session was Vaibhav Godbole, where students
learnt about pitching the audience with a point of contact with respect to its
content and students had the opportunity to learn about the art of pitching
ideas effectively in today's competitive business landscape ranging from
pitching ideas to conducting SWOT analysis, providing valuable insights into
developing impactful presentations.

IEEE – CRCE conducted a special event Applied Machine Learning for VLSI
Design on National Education Day where Dr. Vijay Joshi, a renowned expert in
the field, enlightened participants on the integration of machine learning with
VLSI design, highlighting real-world applications and future trends where
event provided a growth mindset of electronics intersection and their growth.

The teams were provided
with the same components
and build and compete
with each other team to
push the boundaries of
innovation while fostering
teamwork and
collaboration.

IEEE-CRCE also organized
seminar on TechVista
2024, which was
collaborated with Algo
Zenith-CRCE where our
Speaker Vivek Gupta
provided students with a
platform to enhance their
problem-solving skills and
delve into the realms of
data structures,
algorithms, and
competitive programming.
Seminar involve with
questionnaire with goodies
and valuable insights and
practical experience,
preparing them for future
challenges in the tech
industry.

IEE-CRCE in collaboration
with WIE-CRCE organized
the flagship event <Prakalp
2024= which is an
intercollege Project
Competition where more
than 100 teams from
different cities and states
came to display their
innovative project.
Hardware Projects
including robots, IOT
devices, and various
hardware project were
displayed on the Prakalp.
Software projects include
the SIH project as well as
the hackathon one where
web and app with
innovative design were
displayed on the Software
Project. Winners were
awarded with a Cash Prize
and goodies. 

IEEE – CRCE started the academic
year with a session on Perfect Pitch
Deck Presentation, the speaker of the
session was Vaibhav Godbole, where
students learnt about pitching the
audience with a point of contact with
respect to its content and students had
the opportunity to learn about the art
of pitching ideas effectively in today's
competitive business landscape
ranging from pitching ideas to
conducting SWOT analysis, providing
valuable insights into developing
impactful presentations.

IEEE – CRCE also participated on the Chandrayan 3 Mahotsav event which was
held at Samvad with collaboration of GDSC – CRCE which insisted about the
key features, aim of chandrayaan 3 to the first-year students where speaker
Jerry and Mrunali brief and gave valuable insight to the students about the
practical features of Chandrayaan 3.

The next event was <Ingenium= in collaboration with WIE-CRCE. In this event
students were told to come up with a innovative solutions for everyday life with
a problem statement through coding challenges and problem-solving activities,
participants showcased their creativity and technical prowess, demonstrating
their ability to address real-world problems.

IEEE-CRCE conducted a electrifying event <Dare to Race= under Crescendo
which brought together engineering enthusiasts to construct cars from scratch
and compete in a thrilling racing competition



We the council of IIIE CRCE organised few seminars during the academic
year 2023-2024 in which we got the chance to explore and gain a lot of
knowledge through our speakers

The first seminar organized by our council focused on "Incubation
Opportunities for Early Stage Entrepreneurs," led by Professor V.S. Jorapur.
This seminar proved instrumental in broadening our understanding of
startups and the pivotal role played by angel investors in supporting emerging
businesses. Professor Jorapur also enlightened the students about the
facilities available at the college to foster startups.

IIIE X CRCE
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As part of Crescendo, the
IIIE council organized the
Bid Build contest, a
thrilling event where
teams engaged in a trivia
round to accumulate
points for bidding on
materials necessary for
constructing a ground
vehicle. On the following
day, teams utilized the
acquired materials to build
vehicles and competed in
various challenges. The
culmination of the event
witnessed the top two
teams, BE COMPS A and
TE MECH, battling it out
in the finale. Ultimately,
BE COMPS A emerged
triumphant in the final
challenge, with TE MECH
securing the second
position.

In the second seminar of
the academic year, we were
privileged to host Shubham
Sangodkar, Co-Founder of
United Motorsports
Academy and former
Aerodynamicist of the Red
Bull Racing Formula 1
Team. His insights provided
us with invaluable
knowledge of the workings
of the motorsports world.
He elaborated on the
pathways available for
individuals aspiring to build
a career in motorsports in
India.

We seized the opportunity to celebrate Chandrayaan Mohatsav in our college,
coinciding with the Freshman Engineering (FE) induction. As part of the
festivities, we showcased a video presentation detailing the remarkable
journey of Chandrayaan. Following this, a quiz was conducted to test
participants' knowledge about the mission. Later, we organized a fun and
interactive activity specifically tailored for FE mechanical students, which was
executed seamlessly.

Next, we were honored to have Professor Unik Lokhande deliver a seminar on
evaluating the feasibility of ideas for solving real-world problems. The
objective was to inspire students to think creatively and critically about the
practicality and viability of their concepts. The seminar aimed to equip them
with the essential skill of conducting a feasibility study, empowering them to
assess the potential success of their ideas effectively.



Each phase was explained
in detail. The iterative
nature of the design
process and the human-
centric approach were
highlighted, promoting
continuous improvement
and adaptability.

5. PIXELEASE
PixelEase, held as part of
the exciting Crescendo
event, was an electrifying
showcase of design
prowess. With 16 teams,
comprising a total of 32
participants, the
atmosphere crackled with
anticipation in labs 603
and 604. Under themes
ranging from e-commerce
to travel and food websites,
participants dove into the
intense 30-minute Round
1, crafting web interfaces
that dazzled the judges,
Prof. Prajakta Dhamnaskar
and Prof. Saurabh
Kulkarni. Round 2 upped
the ante with a heart-
pounding 60-minute
challenge, where
shortlisted teams raced
against time to design web
pages themed around
Fashion, Photography, and
Architectural Portfolios,
impressing judges Mr.
Bibek Nayak and Ms.
Swarnali Sinha. In the end,
BE Computers B and TE
Computers A emerged as
the winners, showing their
exceptional talent and
resilience in the tough
competition.

We are a council that promotes the usage of open-source technology. The main
aim is to ensure that the Internet is a global public resource, open and
accessible to all. We conduct seminars and workshops which introduce
students to open-source technologies. Our vision is to keep people updated
with the latest technologies, help you learn new things, and keep the web free
and open to all. 

The following were the main events that were organized during this academic
year: 
1. ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND INNOVATION AS A CAREER
OPPORTUNITY 
The objective of this seminar was to generate students9 interest in
Entrepreneurship and innovation and to motivate them to come up with
innovative ideas to make a better future. The seminar was attended by 53
students. Our Speaker Prof. Garima Tripathi, covered various topics starting
from the core meaning of Innovation right up to its types and categories. She
also highlighted how innovation is a strong pillar of entrepreneurship. In the
last segment of the seminar, the speaker showed different innovative ideas for
products and Industry 4.0 pillars of future innovative technologies and
provided valuable insights into the world of innovation and entrepreneurship,
emphasizing their importance in shaping the future of various industries. 

Mozilla
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Image recognition and classification techniques were explored, highlighting
feature extraction and model accuracy improvements. The importance of
validation accuracy was emphasized, showcasing machine learning's broad
applicability. Discussions also included leveraging neural networks for
handwriting recognition and improving image processing efficiency. Overall,
the event provided insights into cutting-edge topics in machine learning and
image processing for attendees. 

3. WORKSHOP FOR NATIONAL STARTUP DAY 
On January 16, 2024, E-Cell CRCE and Mozilla Campus Club CRCE jointly
organized a seminar titled 'Smowcode Presentation' at the Seminar Hall. The
event featured Mr. Adhik Mewada(Founder and CEO of Snowcode), who
provided a comprehensive guide on Smowcode, emphasizing its role in
simplifying the coding process for startups. Attendees, totaling 146 students,
learned about Smowcode's user-friendly interface, key features, and hands-on
demonstration of its usage. The seminar highlighted the benefits of Smowcode
for startups, including increased efficiency, reduced development time, and
enhanced collaboration. Case studies and success stories were shared to
illustrate the platform's effectiveness. The event concluded with an interactive
Q&A session, fostering discussions on Smowcode's potential integration in
startup ventures. 

4. DESIGN VALIDATION USING DOUBLE DIAMOND APPROACH 
The Mozilla Campus Club CRCE organized a seminar on "Design Validation
using Double Diamond Approach" with Dr. Hemant Khanolkar as the speaker,
aimed at first-year computer department students. The event, held on January
25th, 2024, in Classroom 506, saw 40 student attendees. The Double Diamond
Approach, a framework by the British Design Council, was extensively
discussed, focusing on its four phases: Discover, Define, Develop, and Deliver.

2. USAGE OF MODERN TOOLS IN
AIML 
The event targeted TE students from
computer engineering, covering the
intersection of image processing and
machine learning. It began with an
overview of neural networks,
emphasizing their applications and
activation functions. Sessions delved
into training artificial neural networks,
using TensorFlow for efficient training. 



NSS has always upheld its strong spirit of serving society, keeping in mind the
motto "Not Me but  You." Thus, the belief that we must strive for others is
being realized through the selfless services of  our unit who take timely action,
be it lending a helping hand to the needy or protecting and  conserving the
environment. We extend our gratitude to Director Fr. Valerian Dsouza, our
Principal  Dr. Surendra Singh Rathod, and our Program Officers Prof. Pradeep
Singh, Prof. Prachi Dalvi, Prof.  Gajendra Singh, and Prof. Gauree Jagushte for
their encouraging words of advice, which proved  beneficial to our volunteers
through thick and thin in each event. 

In the past year, we welcomed 100 new volunteers into the NSS family and
organized a diverse array of events aimed at serving the community. These
events included seminars, webinars, street plays, and visits to various
locations. Notable among these were our collaborations with organizations like
Tata Memorial Hospital and the Mumbai District AIDS Control Society, where
we organized impactful initiatives such as the "Blood Donation Camp."

NSS CRCE organized a
successful Food Fest,
uniting students, faculty,
and guests to raise
awareness about global
nutrition. With Fr. Valerian
D9Souza and Principal Dr.
S.S. Rathod in attendance,
the event showcased
diverse culinary traditions
from seven home kitchens,
promoting local
businesses. Alongside
celebrating culinary
diversity, the Food Fest
included a heartwarming
food distribution initiative
for orphanage children,
highlighting the college's
commitment to social
responsibility and
community engagement.

NSS CRCE collaborated
with the BIRD Committee
for a Republic Day event at
Bandstand, Mumbai. NSS
volunteers managed crowd
control, traffic, and
maintained order during
the parade and cultural
program, contributing to
its success alongside police
cooperation.

The NSS Council plans to
build on this success with
more activities promoting
social awareness and  
societal betterment.
Currently, we have several
events and programs lined
up for the coming days.  As
a team, we always
prioritize 8YOU' before
'ME,' spreading cheer and
smiles around. We
sincerely  thank our
Principal, our Director, and
'YOU' for appreciating the
work we do. 

NSS X CRCE
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NSS CRCE organized the
impactful street play event
"Tarang" on August 10, 2023,
focusing on  raising awareness
about narcotics addiction.
Attended by students, faculty,
and special guest Senior  
Inspector Kumbhar Sir from
GRP Mumbai, the event featured
a compelling performance by
NSS  volunteers depicting the
perils of drug abuse. GRP
Mumbai officers commended
the initiative,  highlighting the
need for collaborative efforts
between educational institutions
and law  enforcement. The
street play effectively conveyed
messages of awareness,
individual responsibility,  and
support for combating drug
abuse, achieving its objective. 

NNSS CRCE orchestrated a spectacular Independence Day celebration in
collaboration with Fr. Agnel  Technical School, which was graced by Dr. S.S.
Rathod. The morning featured a dignified flag  hoisting and a collective
national anthem rendition, fostering a deeply patriotic atmosphere. The  
campus, adorned with tri-coloured banners and artistic displays, created a
visual spectacle  enhancing the celebratory spirit. Dedicated NSS volunteers
played a pivotal role in ensuring a  smooth event, managing the crowd,
distributing refreshments, and enforcing social distancing  protocols. The Flag
Hoisting Event was also done at Bandra Railway Station where ACP Bajirao
Mahajan was the chief guest, adding an extra dimension to the widespread
celebration and  emphasizing the inclusive nature of the event. 

NSS CRCE organized a highly successful webinar
on World Peace Day, featuring the esteemed G20
speaker Mr. Amal Manoj. The event aimed to raise
awareness about global peace, with Mr. Amal
providing valuable insights and inspiring volunteers
to contribute to a more peaceful world. The webinar
witnessed significant participation from NSS
volunteers, fostering active engagement, including
a dynamic Q&A session. 



In the academic year 2023-2024, the Rotaract Club of Fr. Conceicao Rodrigues
College of Engineering (FrCRCE) orchestrated a series of impactful events that
reflected the club's commitment to holistic development and community
engagement. "Footslog," a trek to Irshalgad, brought together 200 enthusiastic
students, fostering teamwork and resilience while providing a refreshing break
from academic pursuits. The Beach Cleanup Initiative demonstrated the club's
environmental consciousness, as members collaborated with volunteers to
address local environmental concerns. "Joy of Giving" took the form of an
interaction with the children of Fr Agnel Ashram, where club members spent
quality time playing and building connections, embodying the spirit of social
responsibility. The pinnacle event, "Heart and Sole Run," the flagship marathon,
drew a remarkable 1000 participants, transcending physical boundaries to
symbolize unity and determination. Through these events, the Rotaract Club
not only enriched the student experience but also left a positive and lasting
imprint on the surrounding community, promoting well-being, environmental
stewardship, and a sense of social responsibility.

Rotaract CRCE
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This event intended to inspire
and create a platform for young
minds eager to share their
stories. Mr. Abhishek
Bhattacharya, a blockchain
author and serial entrepreneur
with a focus on FinTech and
BlockchainTech, and who has
been recognized in the Forbes
30 U 30 list 2023, shared
insights on the pros and cons of
blockchain technology. He also
explored its significant impact on
the current technological
landscape. Mr. Pramod Rao, Ex
Promoter and MD Zicom
Electronic Security systems,
highlighted his initiative to
protect animals and make sure
they live in a safe environment
by introducing pet safety
technology. 
Following this discussion, the
ZOR music band gave an
electrifying performance that
included a lovely combination of
outstanding Bollywood songs. 

With the goal of normalizing our shortcomings, acknowledging that everyone
has imperfections in life, and sharing the imperfections that our speakers have
encountered, the TEDxCRCE Annual Conference was hosted by the TEDxCRCE
Council on February 3, 2024, at 2:30 PM. The TEDxCRCE Annual Conference
2024 was held at Fr. Conceicao Rodrigues College of Engineering's Samvaad
Auditorium. The event drew 100 attendees, in addition to other guest and
dignitaries. 

TedX CRCE
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Mr. Sameer Wankhede, IRS Officer and
Additional Commissioner DGTS, outlined
the various kinds of drugs that young
people in India are exposed to, how to treat
drug addiction and misuse, the dual usage
of NRX drugs, and his goal of achieving
Nasha Mukt Bharat. Dr. Hemant Nanavati,
a distinguished Professor at the Chemical
Engineering department of Indian Institute
of Technology Bombay shared his
perspective on how predefined formulas are
just the starting point of our lives. An
Outdoor Educator and Mountaineer - Mr.
Devang Thapliyal shared his thrilling
journey from fear to mastery, overcoming
personal phobias. He shared 3 steps to
overcome fear and turn it to excitement.

Mr. Rohan Patole, who was the next
speaker is a director with National
Geographic and Ex Travelxp host with an
experience of over 17 years. His talk was
based on the challenges that he faced on
the show during exploring different places,
his travel life and also seamlessly blending
art and exploration.

Miss Ridhi Khosla Jalan, a prominent Interior Designer and Entrepreneur, has
expanded her passion for simplicity and creativity from her
children9s store, 8Little Nest9 to designing complete homes through Ridhi
Khosla Jalan studios. As a speaker she share valuables design insights on how
to democratise design. Throughout the discussion she highlighted the
transformative power of 3D printing. And last but not the least was Mr.
Mandar Karanjkar, he shared anecdotes from his music mentors and Saint
Kabir, illustrating how they navigated societal challenges and imperfections to
carve out niches for themselves and ultimately thrive within those spaces. 

The speakers' ability to
embrace and overcome the
cracks in their professional
lives allowed them to
create more exquisite
paintings on their
canvases. 
The conference was
possible only because of
the generous contribution
from our sponsors who
supported us throughout
and are a reason behind
such a successful event.
Our sponsors included, Our
Title Sponsor – Indian Oil
Corporation Limited, Social
Media Partners – Media
Mentor, Samana and Sachi
Shiksha, Youth Partner –
Campus Times Pune,
Cosmetic Partner – Aera
Beauty, Beauty Partner –
Plum goodness, Banking
Partner – Bassein Catholic
Co-operative Bank,
Celebration Partner – Life
n Light, Nail care Partner –
Nail it, Coupon Partner –
Grab on, Snacking Partner
– Tasty Giants, Energy
Drink Partner – Volt,
Literary Partner – Zacara,
Gifting Partner – TrueFitt
and Hill, Sneaker Partner 
– Off Kicks, Frozen Yogurt
Partner – 709s Frogurt
hood, Stationary Partner –
Picasso Parri, Beverage
Partner – Big Cola,
Merchandise Partner –
Svelte, Gaming Partner –
No escape, Study Abroad
Partner – Knowledge
reach, Education Partner –
SI-Global, Entertainment
Partners – ZOR and
Banjaarey (Music bands). 



The academic year 2023-2024 was marked by a series of successful events
organized by the Women in Engineering (WIE) Council at Fr. Conceicao
Rodrigues College of Engineering (CRCE). These events aimed to foster
innovation, empower students, and promote diversity and inclusivity within
the engineering community. Here's a comprehensive overview of the
significant events organized during this period: 

Installation Ceremony (4th August 2023): 1.
The Installation Ceremony served as a formal induction of new members into
their respective roles within the council. The event highlighted past successes
and outlined future objectives. Special recognition was given to older IEEE
and WIE council members, and newly elected members were officially
appointed to their roles. Inspirational speeches were delivered, emphasizing
collaborative efforts and vision of the council. 

2. Ingenium 2.0 (15th September 2023): 
Ingenium 2.0 was a technical event focusing on "Innovative Solutions for
Everyday Life." It provided a platform for students to showcase their problem-
solving skills and innovation. The event witnessed enthusiastic participation
from 15 teams, each presenting unique solutions to challenges. It fostered an
environment of creativity and collaboration among students across various
engineering branches. 

Women in Engineering -
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3. Startup Ecosystem Seminar (4th
September 2023): 
IIC-CRCE and WIE CRCE
collaborated to host a seminar on
the Startup Ecosystem, offering
insights into navigating from ideas
to prototypes. The session led by
Prof. Heenakausar Pendhari
highlighted funding avenues,
essential steps for product
development, and success stories
within the Indian startup
landscape. Students gained
knowledge about funding agencies,
government schemes, and the
criteria for startup success. 

4. Peer Pong (23rd February 2024): 
As part of Crescendo 2024, WIE-
CRCE organized Peer Pong, a
dynamic event promoting technical
knowledge and teamwork.
Participants engaged in a unique
game combining ping pong and
technical questions. Teams
competed to clear cups and answer
questions within a time limit,
fostering competition . The event
successfully cultivated a spirit of
learning and collaboration. 

6. Phases Of Startup(8th
March 2024):
In collaboration with IIC-
CRCE, WIE-CRCE
organized an online
session titled 'Phases Of
Startup,' led by Prof.
Ankita Amburle. The
session offered valuable
insights into the dynamics
of the startup ecosystem,
covering phases, funding
mechanisms, and
innovation concepts. Prof.
Amburle addressed the
reasons behind startup
failures, outlined the
stages of establishing
startups, and delved into
various innovation
concepts, enriching
participants understanding
of the entrepreneurial
landscape. 

5. Women's Day UI/UX Competition (6th March 2024): 
On Women's Day, WIE-CRCE organized an exclusive UI/UX competition,
celebrating the achievements of women in STEM fields. Twenty-eight teams
showcased their creativity by designing Figma prototypes highlighting
women's contributions in STEM. The competition provided a platform for
female students to exhibit their technical skills and network with industry
professionals. 

Conclusion: 
The events organized by
WIE CRCE during the
academic year 2023-2024
were instrumental in
promoting innovation,
empowerment, and
inclusivity within the
engineering community.
Through seminars,
technical competitions,
and induction ceremonies,
students were provided
with opportunities for
learning, networking, and
personal growth. These
events not only celebrated
achievements but also
provided valuable learning
opportunities and
networking platforms for
students.
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Remind me WHY I did this again?

President

Synergy-Once upon a time in CRCE.

Technical Secretary

Smiling my wat through every event,
l iterally

General Secretary

Smiling my wat through every event,
l iterally

Joined stuco for the post, stayed in
stuco for the drama

Mugdha Zope
Cultural Secretary

Joined stuco for the post, stayed in
stuco for the drama

Escaping the MATRIX in college…MIRAGE
hi tha

Leroy Pereira
Boys Sports Secretary

University grounds ke tracks par
baithne ka ghamand toh mujhe bhi hai.

Eden Charles
Girls Sports Secretary

" I  Knew Exactly What to Do. But In A
Much More Real Sense I Had No Idea
What To Do." 

Sanika Thakur
Marketing Head

P-yaar head 23-24

Grace Zavier Antony
Public Relations Head

Shreya Katkar
Design Head

The rotation of Earth really makes my
day.

Ashton Serrao
Treasurer

On this auspicious occasion, I ’d l ike to
raise an indent. "TRUE TRUE VALID VALID"

Jayden Colaco
SE Representative

Joined stuco for the post, stayed in
stuco for the drama

Riya Jaison
Editorial Secretary

You say Editorial is easy, I  say it ’s
debatable



Joined stuco for the post, stayed in
stuco for the drama

Riya Jaison
Editorial Secretary

You say Editorial is an easy post, I  say
it’s debatable

Obtaining the chavanni seems like a
mirage now

Max Varghese
SE Representative

Counts on 7:17 everyday

Calix Gonsalves
SE Representative

Oye, Attendence letter milega na?

Reuben Fernandes
SE Representative

Dhinka Chika Dhinka Chika Dhinka
Chika Dhinka Chika Re Ae Ae Ae

Eram Saiyed
SE Representative

Can give you height insecurities. . .

Fayola Menezes
SE Representative

Would I rather be feared or loved? Easy.
Both. I  want people to be afraid of how
much they love me.

Allison Daniel
SE Representative

If  you want your work to be recognised
then DONT WORK.

Samuel Roy
Documentation - In - Charge

<Chris, attendance milega?=

Durgesh Yewale
Documentation - In - Charge

Main aur mera laptop bohot use hue
hain ye saal

Harsh Vishwakarma
Webmaster

When Life Gives You Lemonade, Make
Lemons. Life Will  Be All ,  'Whaaat? - Phil
Dunphy

Joshua Dmello
Webmaster

Decor aur design ke loop se nikalte
nikalte poora saal nikal gaya.. . . .

Juvana Dsouza
Asst. Design - In - Charge

Safar karna tha, suffer kar rahe hai. . .

Larissa Martis
Asst. Design - In - Charge
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